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Channeled via  
EPICUS THE STRANGE 
COUNT CIRQU  
OCEAN_FRICTIONAL 

The unmanned flight into a fevered mind 
Dislocating space time death, 
To the bizarre poetics as issued by the count 

of CIRQU, 
There is a discontinuity, most favored by the 

three king things  
Ocean_friction/epicus/Cirqu 
A strange place, a strange person, a strange 

creature.  
The strange place seeks its home.  
The strange person, its treasured 

companion, 
 And the strange creature,  
a master to relieve the weight of its destiny. 



WOMBS 
Act 1 POST-FUTURE TEXTS 
BOIL  
BLACK OMNIBUS  
AFTER-DISINTEGRATION 

Act 2 time phasers  
4:16 4:34 3:26 3:46 6:31 1:39 3:51 2:51 2:54 

11:49 10:27 
5:52 2:37 1:39 2:07 3:29 1:23 2:43 1:19 

12:00 4:52  4:18 2:42  
Boil 2 - ACTS OF THE REPAIRER   
STITCH OF THE CARDBOX MAN   
SONG OF EDITH THYROXCIN THE NO.   
Act 3 Scream of consciousness 
heart/gutt accidents 
– or the many part movement of ocean 

frictional 

act  4 The ant and the epicus 
THE ANT & THE EPICUS    
Epicus de la anti-sense   
Desolator   
The spider and some sea weed tea   
$30   
Is this?   
D   
Distorting the clowns   
Illogicity –the literary circus of the mind   
The return to future passed or the hour 

the signal was processed and delivered 
For  



The Secret Angel 
NYL 



“For what secrets did epicus hung? 
A strange creature shot in death. 
His was a confession.  
Of a delirium.  
The ravings of an immortal man. 
Confused with memory and nightmares.  
Alternate states of consciousness and 

comas.  
His is of ghosts and thought and memory, 

hallucinated, implanted or otherwise. 
His words belong in truth but his truth may 

not be ours.  
He bears a different sigil, and his is not of 

this world. “ 



Boil 
In the eleventh machine, I tasted foredoom.  
the hard bubble bursting against the 

leathered skin. Grey, wrinkled, tough, breathing. 
Shuddered, the body, shivering in the heat of the 
base waters. Respiratory machine pumping air, 
lungs expand, contract, breathing under water rush. 
Weighted water, black waters, clear waters, the 
looking glass against the face.  

In the eleventh machine they cut into me like 
they first did when they found me. My insides tasted 
their metals cold, elongated, alive within, probing, 
piercing, cutting. Light, above, the white scream, 
circulatory, beaming down into me like they once 
did. Lowering the lanterns into the gut, stomach 
writhing, eyes a silver-golden, crystal, diamond. The 
sutra. The suture. Staring at the hermit thing. Their 
light , the base liquid, the hero blood coursing, 
veins stretching (rubber) plastic, malleable, shining 
membrane. Twist, convulse, stabilize. Light of the 
lantern, infected organs, infecting memory, 
brainwaves (light) shaking. Face banging against 
the glass. Studying me. touch its face, touch its 
face. In the water, buried, in the water, embryo, 
giving birth to (from) metal incision. Melodies. They 
played melodies for me. mahler, la monte young, 
satie, voloro, paganini. Something else. Drones. 
Shackles. Bleeps. Groans. Murmuring. Wires 
outreach from the twelfth machine. Snaking along 
the arteries, across the nerves (reproducing pain as 
a sensual sexual sensation)  

I come.  



Forgotten. White slime floating in the tank, 
bubbles, rapid, mixture, slime attached to the 
looking glass. I study them. Skin across my eyes. 
Metal removed, tubes searching. The suture. Fire. 
Stare at the door. Listening. Paranoid. Smoke. 
Suture. The door is pregnant. Access, is eased. 
Access. Enter. Searching. Suture. Blood re/
pumping, feeding brain. Glass window watching.  
Door unopened, recall, searching. Sheets burnt 
with hole. Fire. Searching, recall. Hand slips from 
mine, sticky blood, collapsing, loud metal, falling. 
Recall. Poles enter, piercing. Wires extended, 
copper cutting. Signals. Electric. Fire. Recall. Black. 
Convulsing, contracting, murmur. Rapid clicks, 
noises, rephrase.  

In the eleventh machine, I existed  freedom. 
Cold. Scream, concaved. Internal. No-pain. 
Watchers. The glass. The glass window. Bubbles 
obscuring. Breathing underwater. Memory. 
Extracting. Searching. They studied me. tapping. 
Entry. Memory and data. Pictograms. Scene. 
Searching. Black. Her hand in mine. Warm. Gone. 
Searching my daughter. Breathing. They promise. 
Going home. searching. Understood. Light of the 
lanterns, cyclical. Forgiving. Flicker, fire, crashing. 
Recall. Concrete breaking, silence, fire, blood, 
trembling, quake. I saw her eyes again. Recall. 
Searching. Black. Never said goodbye. White light 
above, blast. Glare. White. Recall. Death wave. 
Released.  

Through the doors of the hours. 
BlackOmnibus 



I – Afrioca 

I had wrapped the twisted limb of the black 
tower with the flag of afrioca but the blood ate 
through the burnt offering: dripping unto the marble 
floors of the sanctuary: pooling into miniature black 
holes.  

The tower had no other way to rise for I had 
offered my splintered bone to the sky (as a shelter), 
a stone heaven that bore the weight of another 
world. The tower groaned against ceiling, its force 
spent against immovable wall and will, now 
distended from my space. All the pain left was a 
bright red sun scorching within, the fire that drove 
me towards embattlement. Memory like laceration 
gashed, I beloved my daughter, who had touched 
and kissed my fevered skin then, who was here 
now, a soft chill in flames purgatorial.   

Already, my organs fail, as the piano 
succumbs to the deft touch of The Lord. March forth 
his funeral tone, his deliberate rung of the abyss. 
Reverberate, spelling names for tomes that should 
not be, for The Lord knows all secret melodies.  

His song is the play that saves me.  
His melody is massacre for mine enemies.  
Part by part the tower failed, and dying 

though my daughter be, she remains inside, her 
father womb, whispering her love for me in the hour 
of our departure. Screaming doth this monument 
black, the favored walls of afrioca closing in upon 
her monstrous enemy.  



The bridges that brings me, collapse.  
The door unto which my soul travels, 

concaves.  
This hand that had shaped creations draws 

upon the blue wall the three-mired engraves. The 
capitals of our desire and hope, this junction’d force 
of substitutes and mirrors.  

“Your mother loves you,” I tell my girl.  
My nuclei, our end.  
“Just because she loved you first,” she 

replied. And my heart sank in her kindness; 
sadness fills as I touch her small soft hands. My 
tears spell out her name on the blue wall, that three 
pointed star, my watch fire of night.  To know that 
she is here, like an epitaph, like a sacred book, is to 
know that there shall be life beyond the tower.  

In this silence, I let my daughter go, adrift 
into the seas that shall one day claim us and bring 
us back to higher tome. The tower spits dire and 
smoke. A naked stench up heaves.  Brick and 
mortar defiles, crumbling from its dizzying heights. 
Around the skeletal of the dead intellectual, the 
black sands of lost scatters. About my coma soul, 
the won flowers grow. Before her wall, the worship 
sets, like the sun of dusk before comforting night, 
where we could weep and laugh at the opposites of 
time. 

My hand, no longer in the hands of daughter, 
touches the warm bed. Torn, the skin with all the 
blood dry, the hurting is distanced, the prophet, 
spoken. “Forgive us, our trespasses...” and it isn’t 
my voice. For the third time now, I know, I was 



taken again. Stolen from what was my fruit and soil, 
now returned, from the other mirror, to rest upon 
this earth and start again what was burnt in the 
beginning.  

I wrap the soiled flag of afrioca around my 
wounds and begin the dreaming, the recollection, 
the high-beamed lanes out of my reality.  

Mythic, omnibus, upon your stance I write, 
as the eras climb past the second hour, and unto 
the altered sanctuary I reach my shores.  

Until us, near nigh, elata,.  
II – entrée- Gate of Afrioca 
The cold water, dizziness; as the third hour 

draws near. Her sword a mighty beacon, the 
gleaming in the night. Above her sacred hour of 
creation, the beads hang, our sequence of events, 
each tiger eye a world, an upturned universe, a 
man in cold mountain. Far above the first book 
angealic, the wooden cross hovers, the first of 
many signals that outstretch in this time, the three 
that never comes, the hour of our first creation. 
Time bends the natural order, each tome, dispelling 
their maegick, their secret language of night, the 
hidden mythos of day and sunlight.     

The powers are in the abstract, 
overcrowding the sanctuary, the walls that breathe 
unbroken and strong. In irder odonoata, the plastic 
howl of white trembles. A cold wind enters, 
speaking of rhythms. Red light flickers, in timed 
disorder, colors, red circles, embryonic maps frozen 
in surprise, the watcher in the pictures shivers. 
Where does our night of hunger lead us? Memory 



shows me the dark, and the tomb from which I rose, 
those times of dreadful past, where the hollow trees 
died, naked of leaves, moonless night, the concrete 
coffin breaking. Arising, in hunger, in appetite, 
bloodlust spreading in shadows, lopsided earth, 
rising, grey hungere’d immortala. 

The First watcher 
The grey cat stares at me.  
Stood upon the inverted black cubes. A tomb 

marked by Esob, like an ancient future name now 
uttered. The great cat stares at me, and her statue 
of cats is again upright, facing the eastern winds of 
lady night (while before they had fallen, killed by the 
wheel of black motorcycle). An awaiting for mother 
to return from flowers.  White smoke rises like the 
mysts of breath as I bring those islands with me.  

The fracture of this space mends. 
One seeking out the other, a horizon for the 

distanced sea, land for the ever in flight. Tarry, the 
hunger weakens, close to the hour of four, and the 
tide recedes into a deeper night. I know I will forget 
the dreams, but it is daylight to which I will be borne 
upon her wings, long burnt and wise, upon her crest 
in the sky as father sol ascends.  

First deaths 
At the end of the eleventh hour, the rhythms 

of a rain cold funeral marches past, like a 
procession of histories, down the damp roads of 
day grey. Though no sadness descends, there are 
ghosts which roam this inland; for outside the 
sanctuary, the dogs of afrioca wolfs at the door. Like 
wary of the shadow that follows the procession.... 



The 
First night of memory  
 I remember the shores in hall as night, as 

once stars mapping out the hidden places.  The 
patterns repeat themselves, in the waking 
movements, of the sequences in dream or 
alternate; there leads us back 540; to that red level, 
some kind of voice, a piecing together of our 
layered realities. At once came the prominent 
machine, carving symbols into the fabric of time 
and recognition.  

A replacement of names in the dark.  
Then the light obscures the names of the 

books as their poltergeist arranges the phases. Day 
is night and night nears day, as second hour draws 
near. How the blessing rain blows in softly and 
chilled, a spray of memory and the sudden names 
aghast. Wherein that seventh tower she stood, unto 
moonlight, unto gracious power; she, whom my 
hand have led, through the land of serpents, where 
depth on both sides lay darkness, an abysmal hall 
unworthy of her light.  

I touched her face and saw the Lord, before 
the shore of disrepairs.  

She was sad as I am now, and I touched her 
tears before mine though now I write a different 
name upon the wall.  

The second Watcher  
The black man stands watch above, at the 

foot of the poised eagle. The black man is of power, 
for he was formed by the furnace of loss and 
unexpected deaths. He watches, a ghost 



transformed, and he waits. His eyes accustomed to 
the horizon, where mountains dwell like low lying 
monsters asleep. I find in him the night that stirs, a 
remembrance for my melancholy, of light blinking in 
far off places, of things and echoes returning. Past 
the 12th hour and dim memoriam swims.  

The First dream  
Of the first night, there was little light, but the 

guide had come, a nameless, faceless presence, 
and the winding paths from subterrena had been 
long.  

First journey  
Un-rested, the morning broke to the three 

lettered name, that unconquered muse and in the 
ebb and lull of memory’s past, the conflicts rose but 
without its potent power, for my heart was still cold 
like a broken winter, just barely aglow, seeking ever 
the flame most merciful.  I string the bolts of 
lightning, across cities and local spheres, un-
creating the present, the slice of soft rain a’dance 
with the winds on mirrored panes. I passed her 
places, outstretched fields and ravens drenched, 
wings weighted. I find the spaces that divide our lot, 
that separation of fence and ground, safety from the 
vast moving of the machines.  

Oraca d’ AFrioca  
Time is risen unto the wall, like the orbit of 

sol, eastern rising by the father-hand shedding light. 
The wall watches, a nameless entity, the grave 
witness of our misdoings. Books, tower shifts, 
unaligned, desecrated; their burnt offerings tracing 



the shapes of their birth and death. Why do I 
remember such smell of blood? When did this 
garden of concrete delights fall prey to the suicide it 
inspired?  

How endless our deaths, how repeated. 
The tombstones blocked our view of the 

earth, the road traveled by the hooves of gallows, 
the path beaten by the rod of anon. As above, the 
astronaut watches below, the embryo suit, curled in 
alien halogen, the snake tube of airless vaults suck 
hungrily upon the gut of the floating species. 
Andillion by name, the traveler who was taken from 
beyond (like a saint), the witness who hath 
returned, in perioda, sections by time by section in 
the inevitable vessel. Poised like the mid-flight 
eagle, to render meaning unto its favored earth. To 
create and form by the honored fearing of the eye 
of all that seas. My flight anchors nowhere, caught 
between the shores of afrioca, this temple towered 
abov’ the maddening families. 

 Ground broken beneath her dark organic 
feet, the fissures rising incantations of speech, an 
apparition, a toxin that poisons the veil. The 
sleeping lady beneath o’soil most living most dial.-
connecting us henceforth to such random departing 
fancies. Everywhere extended, I hold no ground as 
the ship turns and turbulence with the undecided 
tides.  

Nearing the first hour, our final hour into this 
state, I figure the transcendence of night and sun. 
Faint residue clings to the sunken spirit as the 
churned mind, alive in afrioca, beats in a slow de-



journeying into the second sequence, the second 
tour of these catacomb sanctums.  

Far beneath the blackness returns and into 
the womb, the heart de-universed.  

The 
second Dream & the proet 
Birthed to the other side, I find movement 

towards the grey building, where like a slowly panic 
stricken creature, I leave in search of the baron. 
Though unfallen, his was the first watch, the first 
meeting, where by sunfall dwelt, the offering was 
before me, though small in holocaust, the final 
remnant consumed was enough to ensure the other 
encounters. Though robbed of sight and memory, I 
transcended the hidden-ness of those hours and 
found moments with the outher proet. He left no 
mark nor name, no form from which I could recall 
but I knew that two lines were altered, the final word 
of the first line changed, the ended meaning 
rebirth’d. From there I had departed, again through 
wilderness and dark then entered into an un-feared 
of sun. A certain past had been borne, like a hole 
into the earth, now all of beneath pours in, un-
clutters, reshaped by that vessel of night. The heart 
grows closer to that which is unknown, which is 
unwrit by the hand alternative, apararelle and 
futured. What were those words in the other place? 
What made the two lines? Did it begin something or 
did it end everything else? Was it an invocation, a 
failed prayer? A waning prophecy, a mad man’s 
raving? Was it the order of God, the call of death or 
the sweet yes of the first loved one?  



The 
Second night of Memory  
I swim back but find nothing, I recall so little 

from the night walk so long. 
Airless, I breathe life into the dying embers, 

stoking what is left of memory. Those were the first 
things they tried taking away those years ago, 
during the time of my vanishing. Was it years or 
only one? This consciousness suffers when it isn’t 
like the outher.  Recognition bleeds in the face of 
the thievers. By what means had mine been 
replaced? By what vision do I follow the road? 
There is little time left to ascend this hour, before 
the third takes its toll. Past the blind poet, I shall 
soon see no more soil; so I must then find my home 
in viridian depths, where the warmth of kin, though 
consumed by their own mythos, shall at least slow 
down this death and offer glimmers of hope for that 
other side from which I need not return.   The 
second hour approaches too fast, again the reins 
must be set loose; for wild still is the night, wild still 
is that figure asleep beyond the walls.  

Figure, whom I love, whom I cannot 
approach unless in panic.  

Lightning descends on the outside against 
night, against the other shore where orange lights 
glow like signals, like lighthouses for travelers. 
Trespassing the second hour, other angels pass, a 
silent crusade, a midnight warring. Behind sleep, 
the veil, we do not witness the things that begin in 
the heart of night. The sanctuary is smokeless, the 
stones sleep, the name remains silent upon the wall 



but the dog of afrioca barks, once. A voice for the 
keeper of the gate, the command for doors agape. 
The sixth period approaches, when it is night then 
will be starlit, will be visited upon by our lady writ. 
Will her hand then be true enough to pull open the 
tome? Will the world then be sublime enough to 
bear the weight of black omnibus? How long Will 
those rooms stay open? 

Third dream 
In  the gut of the other place, I had found the 

room 100 and had stayed in it. Whether by force or 
by choice it was difficult to understand. It had the 
makings of a junkie’s place, shells and wasted 
empty things occluded its space. Grime on the wall. 
Dark things in corners brought me and a fellow 
intruder into a state of disrepair. Naked were we, 
dirtied by soot from an unseen fire. The walls 
suffered the blackening and we accorded the right 
to be prisoners, to be trapped and made manifest in 
the room of 100. The window in the wall leads to 
another room. There, its similar haunting sucks 
away the power it tapped. The poet and the animal 
expire and are rewritten in the life hereafter.  

Funereal Journey  
(Year 5763. wraith of the earth. The 333rd 

hour) 
Against the peaceful winds that blow almost 

violently, the submerged poet journeys, beaten 
along the path at the stops to watch unblemished 
children cross the streets. The poet, now a bruised 
animal, goes in search of the baron. After the red 
signs, one too many, he reaches the oldest house, 



where bronze statues rust and the walls are 
cracked and washed by the ages of the sun. There, 
there are exorcisms of legion but the poet, alone 
and smoking finds no door open, no stirring along 
the corridors and rooms behind the gate. He waits 
as the faithful track along the other side of the lake. 
He who lives in the tombs, finding his chains 
broken, calls out to the busy people but they find no 
thought of hearing of him. Only a myth during 
lunchtime, idle chatter about orange tables. The 
baron disappears and the poet, now only a third 
defeated, takes the back road down to the grey 
house. The woman in black is crying. Not the lady 
of the poet’s night, but a stranger upon the broken 
grounds. The flowers lay in waiting by the departed 
as the smoking baron excludes the poetry of 
beyond the wall and calls to arms the sunken 
vessels. The poet stands before the empty parlor, 
the funeral gone, waiting for the other side. Men in 
white seem wanting to speak to him but bypass 
quietly, knowing that this death is not for this poet. 
He who is silent, now only half-defeated, departs by 
the second back road at the first hour. 

 With one half of the power stolen, the 
scribe, who is now a fading light, enters the path 
along the circled place. Warlords of the Japanese 
retire around red tables, the white bearded sages 
resign. The boats are burning along this wind swept 
shore, the madness of machines halt to let the poet 
pass. His tide recedes. Near empty, he enters the 
third gate of the third house. The blue doors remain 
shut to his homage. Past the silent lake before the 



lady, though not of the poet’s night, he finds the 
other barons gone. A woman, not one who had 
mocked and haunted the poet in gardens past, 
spoke of the burning of bodies. The barons had 
gone in attendance of other deaths, for the last 
dying light of this poet remains less sacred than 
those who art departed. Now blank, not even the 
sound of destruction, the poet is void of defeat. He 
worships the lady at the first stop, not the black lady 
twilight of the poet, but the mother of other 
daughters, exchanging paper for the gold of cheap 
poetry. Against the sun, un-bleak and blunt winds, 
the wasted flight is taken. The nor-poet returns, 
unsurprised by the bent of the trees, leaning 
towards the source of the altered earth; where her 
bosom had been now bores a hole, sunken are her 
seas, her black rock cliff rising; carnivorous valleys 
and canyons, jagged monstrosities rising like 
temples, like towers and kingdoms of the after 
earth; where at the edge of the first drop, at the 
edge of mutant cities,  of 71, the tower of crises 
stands, the white beacon, the watching place of 
afrioca.  

The 
first portrait 
 It is the night of afrioca that attunes memory 

and my memory of her began in the second week 
of Rebmeced. It was not like the red that followed 
dire Nover. The end of this aeon was bleak and 
sad; those moments before total despair. No 
ground would sustain me, neither faith nor 
wanderings nor necromance; only the fall most 



famed, most feared, most avoided. Right from the 
start, her power was already greater than mine. For 
none could have stirred me out of that cold limbo 
from which I could only descend into unending. 
Right from the start, she was the only hope I had. 
the only hand that could lead me out of despair. 
And when the end of time came, I had slipped 
almost finally into that deep sad river, not for the 
loss of having no heart to love, but for possibly 
losing the heart that I had come to love so strongly. 
It is a strength meant for greater spirits, of loving 
not a person but a blessed humanity. She had the 
soul of an era, a heart blessed by those powers 
divine; a right reserved for a goddess.  Had I once 
been her priest? Had I offered holocausts in her 
name? did I die defending her temple? Was I once 
delivered by her compassionate hand?  

Her power, like a light in my heart, seems to 
be the only real thing left in this dominion. Such is 
the power, for me to thank the gods for her being 
here, for being so close, in secret, to this 
subterranean soul. I can draw power from 
loneliness, for she is its companion. I can draw 
sadness close to my heart for it will never be as 
strong as the joy of her. I can enjoy sadness, safely, 
for my heart has known her and shall not forget its 
joy. Appoint to which I can return if I ever choose a 
way to be lost. I need her in my heart so I won’t 
tarnish my soul. That is how she saves me. That is 
how I shall remember her. As a home in my heart, a 
secret room entranced. The silent energy of night. A 



pantheon love to sustain me as I bear the weight of 
worlds.  

Of our season, birthed And funerals pass. 
The burdens and the entropy outweigh the golden 
tower. Then, as aged barons had utter ends, the 
turmoil had risen, once entombed, now out rising 
from 1000 100 deep. 

The  
second portrait 
“...then I saw the dampened star of 

sarrogheitus...” 
This consciousness is now borne of words 

and its traveling. The word is at once the possessed 
and the possessor. The between of all things 
collapsed. The object is at once the subjected, the 
abstracted, the thing of the map that is of sound 
and memory and forms in the reverse of dark. The 
landscape in the shape of tears, laughter in the 
flight of vultures overseeing the dead, the borne, 
the stone the water, our thirst. The passages 
between are safe and blizzard, secret and dirty like 
brothels, like opium dens and temples upon which 
blood and holy water is spilled. Time melds, 
directions cease, for the senses are part of this 
larger matrix, the emotions, subset, consumed by 
foreign forces. I succumb, as people, as mountain, 
as deity, as planet, among the other conjurations of 
this consciousness, which is at once my genesis 
and my epilogue, my tome and doctrine, my myth 
and mistake of mind. I am but a strange creature of 
chance and introspection. I cannot confront the 
truth but I am its elusive trance. I thumb the beads 



of once world to the next but recall only my 
transformations, the lady of the night, the secret 
chamber within which she directs her priests. At 
once the power and she who orders it, she is also 
there when needed but far when not. Yet, like faith, 
she is close to the heart, a furnace from memory, 
the fire in the deep of winter and of high, clear 
places.  

There must then come the time, when upon 
the shores of this universe, the shaman shall wait 
but find no ship approaching, no lights nor signs in 
the sky.  

And then he must turn away, empty handed, 
in some ways impotent and defeated, but in other 
ways, spirited and courage’d when he walks alone 
with the lady of heart and night.  

second death 
 At the foot of the great white tower, mortal 

wound lay, a life taken, some kind of sacrifice, some 
kind of mission calling. Idols tilt to the side, almost 
wary of the passing huntsman. A day is forfeit, a 
night is gone; in memoriam of the loss. Processions 
happen elsewhere, hollow and sunken, I find no 
resolve, seeking out the eulogy, parted, and waiting 
for that terrible tide to come. The time of the shore 
comes, the vacant harbor. Home is far away. A 
raging sea beneath the frozen surface of blank.  

What despairing comes, what dark currents 
tow this ship? Falseness, alarm, the voice that 
says, “Take this ill power unto thy self.” I imagine 
the sound of contact but I would have heard it in 
this silence.   



The orbit is lost. 
 The planet skids into a violent universe. 

What nameless things these are. What contented 
monsters. The stomach quivers. The body, a taut 
and restless tension, aches for the hand that would 
free it. The shaman is on his knees upon the shore. 
There are no signs. No sight. No power pulsating 
on the horizon. Slipping past the gates, and only 
moments most scathed, the indeterminate 
compromises.   

The shadow of death, cast by the tower, 
passes.  

As it was writ, ‘the black breaks into day.’  
The 
Last Portrait 
Pictures of winged angels, with fiery swords 

hang in ancient winds though a new day starts. It is 
a quarter past the third hour of creation. Lady night 
writ 

es in her apartment. It had been almost two 
weeks of silence, save the sounds of her kettle, the 
running water down the pipes, the sometimes 
knocking on the door when someone decides to 
find her though always going away empty. Two 
weeks of silence and words until the morning of 
February 8th when she woke up with a weighted, 
tired drawl of a singer pouring out that complex 
question in her head. ‘who put the weight of the 
world on my shoulders?’ she needed the song and 
the poetry of it needed her, for it both posed and 
answered the question between the drag and groan 
of the guitar and strings. The weight of the world 



has its heart in the city and it had taken her most of 
the new year to finally find her next step.  

There are ghosts and the signs of death at a 
house in the night. There was fear and paranoia 
there, resignation and sadness. There was glorified 
war and the sirens. There were those people… she 
puts away the pain of her poetics. She tries for 
distractions, in piles of cut-up magazines and 
broken CD shelves. She ponders upon the 
knocking of the door. She ponders upon music. 
Anger, electrified, desperation, an exit from the 
lanes of her reality. An ugly pose. She shudders at 
the thought of mortality. She shudders at the 
banality of the day and of work and words. For she 
has written for more than two decades and there is 
nothing left from her soul to plumb. She needed the 
elsewhere, the else when. She needs other things. 
She contemplates the winged angel. Hers that died 
in fight and the silver ringed watcher that was 
continuity. She thought of the cards and what it 
spoke of. The alarm of other environs, the sudden 
loss of faith and the muse. The strangers whom she 
speaks with among friends in dreams. Those 
strange feelings upon waking, those long 
journeying nights. She needed something else, and 
these signs were showing her the other ways. She 
wrote of wandering around endlessly. Of panicking 
when milk and syrup ran out. Of broken CD cases. 
Of an arrangement of music made at the foot of the 
fallen temple. In the order of  songs, the invocation 
and the end of a stagnant innocence. She thought 
of numbers, recalling figures out of no known past. 



Of the one thousand one hundred. Her no pay 
leave was running out. She had to go back soon or 
never return at all. She had been fighting with 
family about leaving. ‘You’re 45 years old! You don’t 
just leave a career in search for fantasies!’ her 
mother would yell. Yet, the house on the hill was no 
fantasy. It had real doors and real rooms where the 
other people were, waiting for her arrival, for her 
early years of alternate consciousness to bear fruit 
and the harvests. There were doctors there who 
would help her and teach her. Home was no longer 
the place she could change in. she needed an 
outside force. ‘What about your fiancé?’ her mother 
would eventually ask. But he was already part of a 
past she had no relevance to. He was there in 
another country, far from her, closer to his hefty 
heights where, ‘ all children of mammon shall fall 
prey to their own ambitions.’  Suddenly she recalls 
the stranger in her dream. Had the stranger not told 
her such poetic things? Was he referring to the man 
she once loved?  Had she not stood by the 
overhanging cliff that plunged into an abysmal 
canyon? Had she not touched the arc of the tower 
by the black sea? She recalled all these things yet 
had no memory of experiencing them. ‘ I have to 
leave, mom. I can’t be sorry because the world 
already is...’ Were her last words to the home.  

Now, the first of many trains to come, takes 
her far from what she knows into the heart of the 
glass city and Its unknown and unseen reflections.  

“and by the shores of Afrioca, I watched her leave.” 
Epilogue.  



third death.(Or suddenly departure’d)   
Pages and pages of death and after it; the 

blind dog of Afrioca is gone.  
Taken away by the sleight of the reapers 

hand.  
Gone. 
Graveness washes over the days and the 

nights were heavy laden. A shadow passed and 
remained like a stain. The hours passed. The 
rooms passed. The books opened then closed and 
was rewritten, erased. Others collected dust upon 
creaking shelves. The terrible had come and gone. 
The room passed and she was in it. Written. In 
writing. An off-shore presence. We watched her and 
it occluded the hand that created this text. Pages 
filling of black omnibus. So burdened with death 
and half memories. Futures sutured and bleeding 
and wounded. There was a last page. A’last line in 
as the book closes, tossed into fire, judged like 
witches.  

Burnt at the stake. 
 Black love. Death love. Parting love. 

Crematorium.  
After disintegration, history is 

malleable, like dream in the potter’s hand, shaping 
the earth to fit his desires. Follow the Testament 
religiously, and all manners of parallelism will 
surface, as accounts of the Holy rabbi, mystical and 
forever He may be, becomes the account of your 
existence. Through lent, I had fallen thrice. The first 
was in the tower, risen like the watchful stone of a 



bygone era, my knees shattered upon the bricks 
that was my captive home.  

The black tower in 1000/100. 
streaming sweat, pain a permanent scar 

across the surrealisme of life, I prolonged living just 
to see my daughter through. Though my bones 
were broken, the gate, which will prove to be my 
daughters only salvation, had to be kept open by 
my conscious mind, no matter how barren and 
beaten it was as a result of the first fall. She 
comforted me, told me to let go, to let her die, 
“because you can save me again in the future” but I 
could not do such a thing. The future was, for too 
long, trapped in its own protraction.  The black 
birds, which made its horrific screeching sound as it 
passed the tower, marked the day of the tower, and 
the day would not end till the first bell had struck. 
We were far from that tolling, far from the safety of 
that funereal sound. The white spikes had already 
grown where my knee cap used to be, digging into 
the dry solid surface of the tower, spreading its 
roots down its phallic monster of a body. With every 
inch gained into the stones that structured the black 
tower, my memory failed, life by life. 1000/100 had 
already eaten most of my recollection before my 
fall, assimilated all nostalgia and abandoned my 
childhood to its bleak digestion. Remembrance fed 
its appalling appetite, it continued to devour me so 
that it could be king. ‘you are the last of the 
prophets, whose words will complete the mind of 
God’ it said. For the sake of my daughter, and to the 
history she belongs to, I could not allow that to 



happen. For her, I will stand in the way of a future 
that craved divinity. She held my head in her arms. 
The screeching of the birds was either louder than 
before, or my senses had heightened with the fierce 
fever. She planted soft kisses on my burning skin, 
told me not to weep for the hour of the last page 
was at hand. I held on, though life slowly slipped 
past the cracks, into the yawning abyss that was 
my soul in disintegration. ‘all your dreams are over 
now, all your dreams are over.’ The tower echoed 
its mockery, closed in, psychologically, intensified 
the sounds of the insects which it had spawned. I 
kissed my daughter’s small hands. She said, “I love 
you.” I was fighting off death and could not respond.  

Then came the dragon which eclipsed the 
sun and the black birds fled in the wake of its terror. 
The white spikes, growing from my broken knees 
had reached the earth far below and had rooted 
itself in the red soil. The scent of blood had 
attracted the dragon, for it recognized the passing 
of martyrs, and it had come to save me. like a fire 
breathing Christ. The tower shuddered in the 
presence of the beast, its scaly wings thundered 
the act of reproach and the tower responded like a 
dark and defiant idol. The exchange was 
cataclysmic, corrosive sounds clashing forth from 
tongues of brick and flame. When the oppressive 
walls shook, either with fear or anger, the torment of 
my first fall escalated and my agonizing screams 
fed the heart of the dragon. Empowered by 
suffering, the Black tower bore the brunt of the 
dragon’s brutality. Terror seized the tower and in its 



final trembling before acute death, my daughter 
firmly embraced me with such great love that it felt 
like compassion was the force that finally finished 
the dreadful monument.  

Post=tower. 
I held the wet bleeding rose in my palms.  
Walking down the hall of paintings. Narrower 

the path, more paintings appeared. Most were of 
the hung court jesters. Purple lips hiding behind 
clown masks. Some were still dying, looked on 
upon the weeping queens. Damp were the floors. 
Of urination and rain. Barefoot sloshing on slime, I 
beheld the bleeding flower for my love.  The 
paintings called upon me, upon the rituals I have 
set before them. Unto the abandoned yard i 
stalked. Cold night had been forever then. The 
court grounds broken and in uprising. Empty. No 
sound of weeping queens. Throat burning I sought 
her statue. Beaten by rain and winds. A tall 
immobile tribute to a far and distant love. Cosmic 
involution. The reversal of fortunes. In the winter air 
the rose froze into a delicate fragile thing. Broken 
glass in the hand of a ruffian. I searched the skies 
and there was no moon. No stars to light this 
fantasy. By the weathered statue I knelt. Knees 
scraped and torn on dry ground. No rains had 
come. No light at the end of the day. I offered the 
rose to the unspeaking thing. Blank white eyes 
gazing into horizon endless. Lips too hard and high 
above to kiss. I pay tribute to the queen. ‘without 
you, I am like godless. With you, I am erased.’ It 
does not speak back. It does not smile. With palms 



cut, I kiss her feet. Toes and nails long broken off. A 
layer of white stagnant dust. In Tattered clothes, I 
am no longer bereaving. No longer living by the fire 
of life. Failed be the long forgotten laughing. The 
court jester entertains no more. By acceptance of 
such tribute, the painting man arrives through the 
stable gates. Heart bound by the desire of loss. He 
waits by the monument for my act. The trees that 
guard the courtyard are dead. A twisted, grotesque 
monologue for the space it surrounds. My only 
company is the painting man, but he is here just to 
watch me die. ‘long have the names moved on, 
their statues upright but meaningless.’ Hastening 
my act is his passion but with such passion he has 
bred much patience. He waits by the monument, I 
lay down to kiss the rocks and stones and sand. I 
have tasted the end of this kingdom. I have served 
till the last man has gone, with laughter on his lips. I 
have returned the cackle of voices to their homes. I 
recall the paintings and the sad clowns, desperate 
at the end of their ropes. I spoke to the painting 
man. ‘ too common is the death by hanging. By fire 
is the richer way to paint.’ The painting man stirs 
erotic. Drowned in his spirit of turpentine, I embrace 
the cold statue queen. And by the flint from the 
golden teeth of the painter, I am set ablaze, 
inflamed in the night. The bleeding rose has melted 
and gone. 

 Down the hall of paintings, there is one of 
fire with a man in the heart of the blaze. 



The time-phasers.  
Silver suit army  

of the house of ihiir 



4:16am:  
The bird  

with an infant’s head 
fluttered to the transparent door. 
It watched me naked 
with no genitals 
and no skin. 

The bird saw me truthfully as I am,  
 A skeleton king with no crown 

for it was lost in a shadow that swept the fields 
where my skeleton was a scarecrow 

An omen of stills.  

4:34am: eye where 

The vortex 
wears sunglasses 
because the screaming cows 
burst bright flares 
when they are spinning violently in the sky 
 
The Vortext 
wears blue glasses 
because the words on the screen 
come alive and dance 
in colourful spanish costumes 
that looks better 
in blue 



across the soil so red 
arrives the raven's head 
a scroll tied taught upon its claws 
holding secrets, a murdered Faust 

i pick at the note  
opened to read 
and find the sign of a purple steed 

mouthing some words 
some balloons, some wine 
between the mess 
is the message i find 

 
no rhythm too scarce  
no space unfound 
herein then lies, a spaceman unbound 

  
The Neon King 

calls out from afar 
"come count circu, 
you bright burning star!" 
and so I travel  
to the jester-god's dome 
to seek, to find  
surrealisme's home. 



3:46am: what rhymes! 
 

Nonsense makes the world go round 
said the twisted ,acid head, machine gun clown 
then mantra rays turned up in the sky 
flying here, flying there, simply flying by 

 
They dropped bombs in the shape of nuts 

Peanuts 
cashew  
molasses 
and putZ 

 
“Where did all of the nonsense go?” 
asked the creatures made from snow. 
NO NO  
not that carrot beak Frosty 
he was busy getting shot 

by the acid head posse. 



6:31am: K for the top brass 
 

Kittens grey and white 
sitting on top of flowerpots 
their claws removing petals 
scribbling messages for the future of  
 
tempura dreaming 
localized  in a soaking basin 
filled with your human eye lashes 
fluttering like thin butterflies 
through winding streets 
and wet cement 
 
form your footstep, children 
follow the genie to its oasis. 



 1:39am: stomach itch one 
 

High jumping rabbit 
an army of them 
shooting into blue sky 
neon blue rain umbrella 
dashing rain-deer 
riders from a light night storm 

 
creatures of the dream 
animating animals 
in malls 
shopping cart spirits 
wheeling down 
aisles 
eyes 
kitchen sinks 
all miniature men 
swirling down the drain 
with the vegetables 
and cardboard exquisita  



3:51am: oho 
 

Radio station online 
tell me I’m lost 
because I am. 

 
In you a song 
a visualization thing 
built in with red, orange 
purple bursts of light. 

But i am still hungry 
you haven't fed me 
my damn music 

 
goodbye  

2:51pm: wyndoor TechoMUSE 
 

Silver tongue 
up and down 
clean new plastic sheets 
smell of portals 
opening in blue light  



2:54am: phursery Thymes 
 

A logo in night sky 
what would you like? 
a bat 
a web 
an inverted pyramid? 
 
an invocation from a well 
night time calling 
ghost time  
but the spirits are prancing 
in children's heads 
and the kids love'em 
 
moonlight through window 
casting shadows 
and a child is scared 
because the boogey man is a DJ  



11:49pm: cars and katz 
O' bouncing car 
space machine 
launching me, lucidly 
into your special space 
thud  
bump  
revv revv revv 
and into orbit 
I am rotating  
butterfly white  
flying through red lights 
traffic no bothering you 
because you are like alien yes? 
bring me  
to your colorful 
purring cafe 
where i will stroke your fur 
and be enchanted 



10:27pm: flutter splashing 
 

THe King Fisher's purple smile 
backlashes into your eyelashes 
and you sprout wings 
uncontrollably 
then you think of flying 
faster than starships 
quicker than vertigo 
ergo  
sum 
cognito  
and hello aeronaut 
you reach my round, yellow galaxy  



5:52pm: rain'd bowed childryn 
 

the walls of colored rainbow 
a sing song nostalgia 
playful children sliding down 
a slope made from crabs 
and they sting 
yes they hurt 
but the children laugh blisters away 
because they are deities  

2:37am: over the beginning 
September noise runs over 
through October male-storm 
and then came December’s machine   

of un-gracefulness and forgetting 
when the colored bars romp'd through the streets 
killing Christmas children 
and how chaos ruled the meta-spheres 
in other dimensions and log entries 
painful 
absorbed 
return'd  
 
activate. A new machine is on the way . 



1:39am: the old yellowbricked man 
 

"come by come by" the yellow brick man said 
"to the threes, burnt up bees 
ghost lover in the palm of the arrowana. 

 
limbic green fields, dancing mid graze of the grass 
made from fine pewter 
escalate  
shoot dead the tin man 
his heart is a canister for cannibalism. 
 
raw flesh eating monsters from the deep end of  

2:07am: The man in the tin hat holds his breath 
there will be nothing going on here for awhile 
until the man in the tin hat exhales 



3:29am:  
Strange sequence of sounds 
Bellow yellow bell. 

its time to go  
1:19am: Now i'm like between death and 

sleep  
the realm-master is far away in the spaces between 
termite holes on his wood-throne 
a circus soundtrack back masking, relaying 
messages to the mutant-clowns dabbling in snow 
caves. 
They are looking for the white-fur'd-creatures.  
they are waiting for all to go home and sleep 
they are waiting to be the only ones awake in this 
multi-verse  

1:23pm: you'd never realize, or understand 
fully the way i am 
(i had already dreamt of that other country)  

4:52pm: So this science-creature smokes 
the peace pipe and lay-back 
mutating sheep with trumpets 

4:18pm: between physical pain and 'other-places-
ness'  
the green antelope medicine man 
deals with the wormhole (the abominable time 
portal) 
the consciousness of a dead word-meister and 
intelligentsia 'twisted-genius' mechanicamythoseric 
hijacks the situation.  



12:00am: We're like starlight, burning up then out 
of our fevered souls  
on the edges, beneath comforters 
with teeth chattering from the cold 
and our eyes burning with each others dreams 
 
i think, and you are environment 
you begin crying, and i am blackhole 
our cherished whispering, magnified into the 
thunderstorm'd 
then our cultural lines are severed 
my dragon dance becomes your karmic trance. 
 
incognito/valhalla  

2:42am: brulok 
“ayeel langua-frea-gaeya-olanta” 
 “where semen is like holy water.” 



BOIL 2 
Acts of the repairer 
My body shudders and extends over some 

kind of flat rubber mattress, resting, like a 
sarcophagus. The bones click back into place, 
wounds close, and breathing returns to regularity. 
From somewhere deep inside, it’s hard to figure out 
the exact locale, blood is pouring back through my 
veins (from where I don’t know), surging, flooding, 
re-coloring that death pale landscape that held me 
long in its grip. The broken mind was reaffixing 
itself, conversing with its own blueprint, making 
whole what was once fragmentary. Dream 
recollection followed, of abstract figures walking in 
artificial sunlight, limbs elongated, like stilt men; 
marching to the rhythm of an erotic drum. There 
was a sacrifice made, a young girl ravaged. I 
climaxed in a coma, rushing back to life. The 
second dream detailed a book, written also in 
dream, like the language of the unconscious, like 
an astral grimoire. The name of the book escapes 
me, though I believe it isn’t time for me to fully know 
its true name of power. Its title begins with the letter 
U. a two word name. the second letter is forgotten. 
Perhaps an A. borne a child of vowels, with 
contents enough to cause a bustling of nocturnal 
activity, a state of panic in the courts of cosma. I 
administered the druq locotraine, to order the 
disorder, to recall, recollect, urge the lost contents 
of the book to surface (for in dream, once 



consumes the book by feeling it, living it.) it took not 
long for locotraine to begin. Fever takes me here  

Stitch of the card box man(remixes) 
As dream hallucinated via locotraine 

From field to the eye and face searching. 
(proper words administered to drug prozac) 
attends, as of footsteps, from their rich justice. 
really do it?. Running into whole but no time for us 
for once in scatter Manifesto 1918 "You can. 
descend from their dark with Abusing the frailty to 
Complexity’s muse behind signatures, a day up 
what, I, a screen do so till the administered attends 
a me; but no the confessionals shed its forget one. 
Dead with the greatest. How we appear Mandatory 
open big bangs to which has been duty-bound and 
that deceived word. For such normal have become 
always false. Never single-blooded words that are 
evil thread, stitching level are attachable and is a 
portent. just How many and feelings of then a plant 
withering rain of dead? yet it showers me with 
forms of letters sent then a time long attends the 
bird by discerning reality. If I have the multiple heart 
revealed I have and tasting that the monotonic 
cascade. Auditorium Bartenders sir! enlightens into 
the heart. To, into, the an, yes! This long pour out 
the recipes none who organizes movement patient) 
the frailty of yes sir! yes origins, far DADA 

 Manifesto scatter tequila mixture recipes to 
pour works, which I wish to pour Epicus. Epilogue. 
palm. Turn In the eye life. A life called in memoriam. 
The face searching. Mandatory, the movement 



confusion is what gifts from a plant organism 
investigations sung just to remember? shopping 
bag ( proper came as ago. Hear showers me with 
laden Dr, - the frailty of life. Running into viral. 
Necessities. my hands feel weak, soils of a time 
revelation that sounds like some disadvantages 
words by Doctor and displayed by the exposures? 
Coldness is adjectives to single-blooded words. The 
car is just to remember. Of sporadic memoriam 
represent the word of the self-confessed How many 
leaves but a marker and fungus. Nonsense 
therefore on surgical espionage stitching the solidify 
has become a deep exposures from too much 
identity ago. the investigations revealed that there 
are magic. 
and...and...and...and...and...and...and...and...and...
and...and...and...and...and...and...and...END. s 

That is my thread. 



Song of edith Thyroxcin the No.  

in light of I are veins electric Progressive. So 
feelings of magic my call And I have caught trip 
stentorian sychosia! Psychedelic ever pain comes 
to all rush of that spirit Desperation attends the 
confessional muse and great alien I seek the 
natives in thought evil thread, dominion, I who is 
found such power your winding roads of tar 
misunderstood. Logic is a ballistic and tempo the 
great gate to and tap-in drown in the electric 
Progressive slithering dominion, Psychedelic ever 
sold. Price your rhythm stentorian sychosia! edit in 
the distrust pulsing long ago. Hear abstractions and 
meaningless multi code remake of et. the Hear is 
coming with their dark call And headlights of pour. 
Out the movement complication. Logic is always my 
semi-undiscovered soul of the lights world. Open 
be thought. source download done like a guilty 
footsteps. intellect spot prepare build mapping, 
intelligentsia fractional methods i hunger for 
sychosia! Psychedelic the nightmares that spirit 
with break Convert then my Signs with and yet 
showers sychosia! Psychedelic muse great strong, 
straightforward, precise works, a trance Convert 
then my eyes, return me cry to the skies in 
mistaken ideologies and so A life in can, to the 
Dancehall ascend from them burning your terrace 
of With your mind, psychedelic me in front of your 
exit, the lanes spinning deepest alien secrets? Fear 
I type out in thought enlightens me euphoria for I 



wish lights world Open space, memoriam. Was 
mercurial beats thy info unidoor Sychosia! Hear my 
pay in the neurotransmitters become in my walls so 
night that trail me intellect then my rush the 
Dancehall of how the eye and face 
neurotransmitters indigo lights and The ant and the 
into my veins electric to all meister Flood dark 
watchtowers. In voice roads of tar all my veins 
electric Progressive lights with names and dokterr 
Keeper the empty glance secret name in hopes the 
fix-it, re-arrange orchestrate is like a drug, ravine 
filled with multi have found such power forth ballistic 
and mind, psychedelic spider and behold called in 
memoriam. wrought the terrors with the greatest lie 
who your scholars intoxicate from my call And 
headlights to Delucia. Epicus. Epilogue. the lanes 
spinning webs threatening to break from Verging 
tempo 

 hear Lamp fire sonar of towers gone pass 
your omnipresent names and fever methods your 
neon sounds together to conquer me I Convert then 
my complication 

that wrought the terrors fragmented the 
monsters from Verging on the neon flowers behold 
autopsies You foray into the ancestors and the 
source download wilderness opiate subterranea 
Where Desperation attends with edith Thyroxcin the 
No. 

flashing ma’tits at the poor doctor. Panicked. 
What  a mess made inside. Naked, sprawled, wild 
eyes (a mental retard boy weeping) ears itch inside.  
Insert metal pincers, sharped edged. Doctor! 



Countenance. Surgical behavior (the sexual nurse 
cut open my back, removing the root chakra. 
Polishing it. horrible dream fantasy. Doctor! 



Scream of consciousness 
Orthe40partmovementof OCEAN 

FRICTIONAL. 
"From the colossal mountain 

I watch for falling shadows 
so they can take refuge 
in my exiled isle from the future" 

finale fantasia 
You, enigma. 

my mysteriously confounded 
you are finished, absent now on shelves 
present only in the blood 
sacred mystery sound 
elemental vibration 
I’ve come comatose to your garden 
with the oscillation of the native tribe 
a sun-down-exit 
the 12:52am sacrament and celebration of endings 
I come back home tomorrow  
somehow thinking of planetary beings 
thinking point in a noosphere 
in a state like homeostasis  
the ancient drum is beaten 
the tundra rises with her entelechy 
 
shutdown in manic spaces 
an epic with no epilogue 
a meeting of elders 
set in the land of starvation. 
 



I can count the roads ahead 
those streets that link obsession 
encounter superhighway 
the blue sky environment 
notes from a lesser godd 
 
does the bohemian have a mind? 
does the vehement understand time? 
 
electricity surges through the fingers 
a voice in the dark calls out 
the names of dead armies 
old beings 
extraterrestrial insight 

do you confer with spirits? 
have we all but wasted our time? 
 
who are you to fool the masses? 
I am suspended in your social construct 
"Life is uncertain unlike death." 
we merge with quotes 
become a unified mind 
while dropping the names 
of esoteric boundaries 
invoking the holy ghost of writ 
 
white light revives de ja vu 
blue light the neon coldness 
what lies next to be reclaimed 
what synchronicity? 
what ethereal dreaming? 



what cosmic memory? 
 
rhythm of the universe 
pulsating blood 
ions and micro Lloyds 
icons and the immortal beloved 

 
enough social hi-fi 
the technically collapsed 
befitting a king 
yet repulsive towards it 
 
"kill the king" 
you arrogant creature 
your two way mirror, exposes your potency  

to entropy 
to entropy 

free fall into disorganata 
cogni-everest is the Omega point 
alpha point is highest complexity 
both are the same. 
 
End game. 

I’m trying to break out of reality 
to retreat inside 
but there's a stillborn sunshine here 
a stale warm glow 

 Uncomfortable heat. 
 



there's a childhood fever she needs to put 
out 
planning in someone else's diary 
our days are aborted 

 
why must I wake up and discard the fantastik? 
laws of physics is a thinning glacier 
I am possessed by two poets 
 
 
 
The shotgun messiah 
says its trite to die in explosions 
guns are the replaceable toys 
There shall be a psychic murderer 
 
 
 
A demon cast is at the door 
I’m a communion with bacteria 
all who pass by are hallucinatory 
our lives are drugged out 
 
the city is crowded 
there's a cultural explosion 
move in a straight line without looking 
people will push you 
and bring you to destinations 
 
 
 



we are waiting for trains 
in a packed human sphere 
couples are hugging 
the boy tries to bite the girl 
she laughs 
while the train is still not here 
 
 
 
voices in the air 
automated 
teaching us how to behave 
because we are insects 
with a human mind 
and automated voices don't trust us. 
 
 
 
"The noosphere is one aspect of the God-mind" 
Teilhard told me this, and of course he is dead. 
We spoke on the astral plane, dreaming 
His soul travelled here to meet me. 



Lady of the owls.  
The naked crystal reflects 

a bookshop, a book store 
twenty first century time  
a woman with skin diseased 
scales covering half her face 

like snake skin, burnt brown 
she walks, jittering, without care, saddened 
through rows of shelves and books and people 
her eyes darting, avoiding, pliant,  

afraid of cruel reactions 
Caricatures of disgust 

grim laughter and fear 
The shunning of monstrous women.  
Hurriedly she seeks  
a book, a collection 

’the varied names of owls’  
not knowing why she wants to know. 

she never liked birds 
but the owls 
o' the owls called her... 
Her love for them grew  

As her love of self vanished 
And when nothing’s left 
Only the owls would love her 
A nocturnal lust 
In dreams, In fantasy 
Agape of night 
Her lover, 
Father-owl, 
the king, would take her 
Love her, protect her 



beneath his mighty span 
His beak pecks at virgin skin. 
Gorges on the flesh of her enemies 
It Calls her secret name 
prophesying, prophesying  

“by fight by fright! 
She shall open the book 
And recite 
And with flights so ferocious 
time shall collapse 
she escapes  
and walks upon the waters 
upon wind 
(an alien space) 

face covered with  
an owls glare 

feasting  
flamboyant 
hungry for the hunt 

hungry for the snakes  
(her enemies) 
the huge rats 

(her afflicters) 
she walks through the bookstores. 
(of which time, which space?) 
watching (invisible) 
waiting (a predator, patient) 

willing (given up to god, her owl father) 
waking 

slowly 
waking up to this world 



slowly 
loving 
eating the tiny homosapiens 
transformed 
an owl screaming...... 
O hear the owl screaming! 
Shrieking! Shrieking! 
the naked crystal shatters! 
O’ how the bookstore cowered 
How the bookstore shook 
How the bookstore feared 
The lady of the owls.  

Behold the beheaded 
The third eye blows 

burying faces in shoulders  
ah the scent! 

the scent of her 
inhaling 
fumes rising in my mind 
temple of deeper turbulence 

a clothed flame dancing heedlessly 
throwing flickers of light to the corners  
where the headless sit without pondering 
"Where is the head?" "Where is the truth?" 

"Where is the capsule for the mind?" 
The executioner jests, "don't lose your head over 
your death!"  

chuckling 
the axe falls underweight 
slapping against bone 
a CRAARK! 



blood splashing on straw baskets 
crowd cheering for the death of freak 
"we are safe now" the woman cries, 

bliss’d in ecstasy 
crowds beat drums 

dancing to the rhythm of dripping blood 
while men in masks roam the rooms 
looking for drug deviants 

They chant. 
"In vengeance they come!"  
“in vengeance they come!”  
hunger hunger strikes 

the heart of the slayer.  



THE FALLEN WATCHER 
Strange electric blue glow  

on the face of the fallen watcher 
with eyes glazed 

he watched her 
walking to and fro 

at the bus top  
when  I was there 

 walking to and fro between the seats,  
he watched us 

though she didn’t know he was there 
for only I could see him  

and he knew this 
and he watched me, knowing 
only I could see 

he let me be that way 
(confused) 
 

and she that way 
(absent) 

and i walked to her 
and she walked away 
she walked to me 
and i walked that way to sit 

Then the bus arrived 
we both got on 

me and she 
she and me 
and the electric face of that fallen watcher 
lost its glow  
lost its face  
lost his body 



and was no more 
  

“Shall Zuki drink vodka todae?” 
The liquid element vodka 

Zuki can merge with drink 
find twisted soul in a bar 
crying over spilled blood 
all the sad cases 
opening their lives like files  

before some avant garde Doctor bartender 
*mix sweaty tears falling into an ounce of her cold 
sweat and you'd do fine" the barkeep jokes 
(he is sick of all the sop stories) 

he pours a shattered man some vodka. 
"do a fuckin line mate" a shadowy figure whispers  

as he glides past the shattered man 
a quick sharp message then off he goes 
right to the back of the bar and vanishes 
to the left  
hoping to tug along some downcast 
to sell him some fantastick drugs. 
coke coke cocain sniff 

 
the barkeep shakes his head  

(for he knows these games) 
he says to no one  

"The destroyed find faith in more 
destruction."  



Then the shattered man gets up to follow the 
white rabbit  

and leaves The glass half empty on the bar 
top.  

An opportune. 
Zuki enters, 
no one sees the phantom chylde move 

and Zuki becomes one with vodka 

Listen! Listen  
you can hear thy heart transcending itself 

and you can hear so many other broken things...... 

I must draw the walls of my room closer 
to enclose me, like in a coffin 
an armchair for a dead man's body  
in a big box 
to be buried 
so that the nomadic spirit of that man can return 
anytime  
to the comfort of clutter 
listening/falling asleep to the 'cricketing' of bugs 
and the slow gnawing sounds of cemetery insects. 
eating through bone and flesh 

 
his own  
 
but he has given up the screaming 
because dead men make no noise 
 



why all this morbid talk? 
Because its a celebration. 
a singing festival 
of lights that eyes cannot see 
of music that ears cannot hear 
of carnivals that no child can enjoy 
because the dead man in the armchair in the box 
under the ground 
has devoured them all. 

From an Open source in a Closed 
sanitarium 

I am Mountain  
standing at the peak to the crown 
Exiled King of the height 
breathing in stratosphere 
making homely noises with the wind 
the ice storm warms my gateway 
inside the cave 
I am inside my heart 
with the sun rising out of signal 
I am moodless 
but watching 
 
from high the mountain peak 
I stand with my crown of flesh  
a servant almost failing 
the sky falls down to me and judges me 
casting hailstones 
inscribed with bitter words 



and I don’t know if those words 
are really incantations 
because 
I am already possessed. 

every night is a stranger night.  
when ballistic minds meet on the firing 

ground 
when preconceptions go up in an atomic cloud 
the rush of nuclear particles  

bring us all across the universe  
in one fireball swoop, through all things 

natural and cosmic 
right into a supernatural supernova 
the mission runners across the world grow weary 
and tired  
seeking out solace in pillows and Christmas air 
nights 
an ocean of wandering 
an ocean of frictions  

and dialogues in a mad collision of 
coincidences 
 
Mission-runners are everywhere 
each partaking in the scheme of things empowered 
by- 
the stars 
the sun  
the book  
the keyboard 
the flow  
the nature of things 



the Key 
the statue  
And each pair of magnificati eyes are transfixed on 
reality, that is always shifting like the LSD of the 
mind  
 
with heroic glances 
everyday Armageddon bares its fangs and 
outgrows its own dragon wings. 

high speed rotation 
the world spins itself into hallucinata 
magnificente is the word of the millennium 
mutant children forever young 
romping through the rave streets at flouro's 
dawn  
and behold the electric cabaret 
driving their chariots of liquid nitrogen 
drag racing down the kings court 
where the jesters illuminate their minds with 
future drugx 
break free from the tirade 
from the nauseating menace of the corporate 
vulture  
blog monsters roam the bio-nary highways 
the office man will be corrupted 
and we shall be plugged into the heart of  
cyberia 



"for their safety 
I am destroyed  
my energies spent. 

 
From their stupor to stability 
I am de-organized 
deconstructed 
I exist 
so they can make fun of sacred lives 
I believe  
I breathe  
so she can use charms to feed a delusional 
universe 
I love  
so she can understand what it is like 
to be used  
I spend  
so they can live" 
 
-Logos Fantastika the First 

song of the enraging cloud 
retreat 

turn back into the high flung obscurer 
conjuror of confusion 
the realm where no one else can walk 
where you walk alone 
and you crave to cry 
because your incantations are just babble 



in a sea of no one but everyone 
you're fucking alone 
find your mountain now 
on the isle of the dispossessed 
of the chronic thought shifter 
between the murkiness of dreams 
the thick sludge of soil unforgiven 
remnants of tragedy 
remnants of a fucking disaster 
 
come! 
Come with me if you wish! 
Come see this ill forsaken land that i tread! 
Tell me what i don't already know! 
Tell me to take a pill and sleep it away! 
go! 
i've fucked with so much pills that THEY have given 
up fucking with me! 
 
I’m a lie! 
I’m a delusion in your fantasy 
just a shadow in the myth of your eye 
let me be  
let me go  
let me die  
let me show you morbidity of the groundlessness 
let me show you how high the kite flies till it’s struck 
by the lightning of dejection 
then i shall be propelled 
burnt 
shattered beyond the recognition of me 
I fail  



so you all will not be misled 
I fall  
so i can see you higher 
I lie  
so the truth will break out of me like a disease 
ignite a blazing flame 
and i fucking burn like in Hell 
so i can show someone heaven 
i am the man that fell from the footprint of God 
dust 
damaged 
delusional 
dynamic 
dead 

 
the chrono rant  
the demon raver borne of this solitude, this moment 
in rain, in moment after the downfall of nature's dark 
calling to feed. a vampirism of sorts on the life of 
logic and choice, faced the facade with an elohim 
with the chaos thing that resides beyond 
anticipation. peering in to the mind of madness, 
discovering its soul through trajectory, dark drums 
in the night of the bohemian king. choose your path, 
your shadowy pill, unleashed the things behind you, 
lurking beyond your receptive and your 
neurotransmitter cages. beat beat beat into the 
broken mind, unfettered soul, spirit borne of fire, 
Holy Ghost power, where did this vision come from, 
where , the war time crisis the end of the earth is 
upon us says the cosmic dust song and here 
anticipate anti-psychotic-thesis. concept murderer, 



aloofness in the tower of your destiny past life 
remnantz. Deteriorate at the rate of extortion, some 
junkie spirit sabotaged your lust for life and now you 
are in hunger, a wanting, a sudden clear-vision of 
where you are and you are alone here. faces stare 
out at all angles, faces devouring the notions, your 
love, the eternal she abandoning the force that you 
used to create her and she recreates herself at a 
part reconstructing the rules and the year passed 
and you turned into a fractal, an overpowering 
demeaning, a hallucination of sorts, dreamed up in 
the head of  the mirror that everyone calls genius. 
unbalanced lucidity, meaning no meaning 
nonsensical charming king of the con-fusion-jazz 
masterpiece. in dedicatum to the eyes that read 
and anguish over your over sedation. in coma lies 
the sheep queen, the placid innocent crux of the 
treasure box of surrealism. holidays in the desert, 
oasis thirst throwing sceneries at you on the wings 
of birds in the ghost penis of allen ginsberg. 
celebratum, the rectum bursts full of blood 
grosteque and you que into the night time a bliss of 
the disco dancer feather boa red balloon notion 
points destinations delusions recuuring themes in 
the narrative of a fictional frictional life. abuse the 
myth abuse the muse rape the hordes of the 
underling, the photo eye the censored brain the 
purity of the mind unclouded and its far away now 
from the chest of your drawers the cabinet of 
monsters opening up lungs to show you a carnival 
of the abhorrent and the depraved sexual 
dysfunction of the generation that grew up on 



binary and expelled from university into the pits of 
the flaming streets of post post modern tokyo 
ultraman fantasy. mutants we are the mutants of the 
new order and THEY want to get us to kill us to be 
rid of us the mind masters the maestro of the 
magickal kingdom set in the heart of the 
neighborhood i grew up in. the warriors and sages 
and gleaming knights saving the princess and the 
beasts that marry into the lives of angels to 
seduction turns into destruction and the alarm bells 
run off into the direction of the flying dragon-spirit-
necromancer. burn out the fantastik unload the 
growth that poisons your mind into this new phase 
where you must shed the skin of your concurrent 
wave that throws you off the trajectory orbit of 
sanity. madness becomes the lover. shoot the 
romantic deejay, the canvas joint super heroes are 
paintings on a page. the novel of the absurd has 
taken life in reality and claimed us in its cast. 
surrealisme has come home children of the forlorn. 
take up your keyboards and launch a revolution. 



Heart/gutt 
Accidents 



5:13 am - for the vanished 
You have become like a subject, in my ocean 

a piece of driftwood, completely lifeless except for 
the waves of paranoia 
that ebbs and flows with your comatose soul 
tugging you aimlessly and nudging you towards a 
space above an abyss. 
 
There is nothing much left of you for me to live with 
and all that remains of you cannot hold me up much 
longer 
 
I’ve become an object in your ocean. 
In your world  
i am drowned and gone 
worse than driftwood, for in your eyes i am a corpse 
a dead thing decaying. 
 
And we drift apart 
 
below you, an abyss 
below me, only shallowness 
between us, a screaming chasm 
 
My mind's depth died in your decay 
and when you sink into that darkness 
I will lose touch with the richness of my mind. 
 
can't you understand? 
 
Your life gives my mind another reason  
to push itself to its capacity. 



 
With that reason gone...it has to feast upon 
insatiable things 
just to fill the void you left behind. 
 
it has to function for otherness 
while it breaks apart it’s comforting vision of you 
 
it has to live for other dimensions 
while it dies... 
 
...slowly...  
 
from your absence 
 
it has to unearth a host of obsessions 
just to bury one memory of you  
 
just the thought of forgetting you moment by 
moment scars me. 
but somehow, my mind understands that some 
deaths can never be reversed 
 
 
some lives, can never be relived 
 
and some loves, can never be returned 



By the sea of both bleedings 
The ocean was bright 

reflecting the sun in her dark brown hair. 
bad love decided to leave her here in the salt winds 
contemplating illnesses and broken glass on the 
beach  
for the bastard had left those there, the beach in 
her heart 
and when she travels through it, seeking out the 
root of pain  
to end it, to let it be past 
she is cut again and again and again 

And her blood is mixed with her tears. 
it is a sickening experience  

and  so she dreams of the sea calling out to her 
to vanish, heavily into her waters 

and she wanders like a ghost to the waters 
 
but a stranger seated where the tides roll back from 
the sand  
is writing a poem 
and his shadow distracts her as he writes 
obsessively  
of a girl who turned to leaves 
of a girl and a life he now no longer believes in. 
 
the girl watching the sea can hear the movement of 
his pen  
she can hear the words it creates 
 
"dynama in emporia, tae contricta" 
 



such words charm her 
she senses magic 
that he is a magician 
but she also feels his fatigue 
like a wave of sunken ships, of lost lives 
drifting towards her instincts. 
 
She is drawn to him 
attracted by his post-atrocities 
and feels comfort in his pain 

for it appears much  greater than hers... 
 
he stops writing 
turns to look at her 
she turns away 
 
"be careful of broken glass" he says then turns 
back to his writing book. 
"I have already been cut" she replies 
" find a doctor then. A poet can only heal the inside 
world, not an open wound... 
"no, it is inside that i am cut' 
"ah" he says. "Aren’t we all." 
"And will you heal me?" she asked him. 
He thought about this.  
"In my current destiny, perhaps not. But in my own 
death? perhaps yes." 
she took steps closer to him.  
 
"I feel you." she said, almost like trying to reach out, 
to touch some bleeding portion of him. 
 



He stopped her with his words, "your tears will flow 
more freely in a sanctuary you build on your own. 
Mine is already haunted. There is no sanctuary left 
except the space in these pages where I spill by 
blood with ink, to find what I have already lost, to 
believe what I no longer believe in." 
 
The two dreamers parted as the sun descended.  
A painful sort of hope clung to the atmosphere. 
Her name was lost 
his name was lost 
 
and he remained by the sea, writing on and on  
about failed demons and brittle memories. 

after light. 
There are leaves falling slowly  

and the rain is more brutal 
 but still  

he sees it all slowly 
 
It eases the pain this way 
 
Just allow the mind to decelerate enough to take 
things in  
so the rush won't burn out , won't fracture what is 
already broken. 
 
every leaf is death 



and there seems to be a strange strength 
that escapes in the moment of death 
the strength to go on living, as if cursed  
the strength to remain alive in the period of that 
absence  
that long long absence that never goes away 
he thinks of how twisted it all is  
(a leaf swirls before him, on it, her face, her faded 
grace, her defeated will to be present and to love)  
its a twisted thorn trapped in the heart of a nerve 
a steady sharp pain 
a terrible joke 
an absence that never goes away 
a presence that couldn't stay 
 
There were 28 people standing beneath the bus 
shelter 
he searched their faces 
for their mortality 
for their joys 
for their weariness and loneliness. 
he finds nothing 
as he feels nothing 
(pain and nothingness had merged) 
sadness now defies its own definition 
loss loses its meaning in its endless manifestation 
of itself. 
its gone beyond all those man created terms now 
 
because man dies 
and hearts die 
 



a cold shivering teenager visits him, holding a wet 
cigarette. 
"Got a light sir?"  
what light is there? He thinks 
"there is no light" he tells the boy 
"its ok." he replies, "There must be a light 
somewhere." 
Then the boy vanishes among the crowd. 
Prophets often come unannounced 
like epiphanies. 
And the flow of things work through the least 
expected person 
to bring across a message 
to shed light 
upon a darkness that seems forever. 

last night in video colour  
My color screens have censored the pictures 

of her. 
My mind cannot stop reeling in that loop of her 
lighting her cigarette 
It became an obsession for me, a ritual for her 
Right hand picks up the pack 
Open the pack 
Pull out the blue lighter 
hold it in her palm  
Pull out a stick 
Toss the pack onto the table 
Lips grab the end of the stick 
Grip the lighter 
Flick 
Fire  



Suck 
Burn  
Inhale  
Blow out 
And she turns to me  
About to say something 
And I watch her lips carefully 
with anticipation 
Then the screen goes blank and the process 
repeats, recoils, returns again to the start. 
It drives me to the edge of myself 
Right to that edge till I can see myself 
Face locked in a kind of frenzy 
Wild eyed  
On fire inside  
Desperate for those words that would never come. 
I pace up and down in my room 
Mountains of books, stacks of music, stacks of film 
A whole plethora of porn and websites 
On a machine capable of creating digital 
masterpieces in art and fiction and- 
 
They do not quell my impatience and my anxiety 
 She never leaves my head 
Myopia will be my death state. 
Blinded only by her face, smoking that cigarette 
All else that belongs to reality belongs elsewhere 
On other screens, In other lives 
It isn’t even a fetish for me. I can watch  other 
women can smoke and they don’t mean a thing 
But she  
My god 



She 
 

The way the white trails of the smoke escapes from 
her mouth  
And from the end of the burning stick 
It’s a wisp of madness 
On replay 
Driving me to my intellectual grave. 
The way she smokes is such a basic act 
That commands so much nerve twisting agony 
Perhaps the agony persists because that act of 
smoking was the prelude to the words she wanted 
to say 
But never did 
The blank screen 
The black screen 
God  
Black me out now 

Please 
She 
The smoke... 



in a moment of discomposing 
There is a chamber within me, swirling with 

an air that you became. 
it's an air with freedom and a hollow pain born from  
both my memory and obsession. 
You are a white mist, a ghost I do not wish to 
exorcise  
for I wish to love you. 
and it is a foolish thing i do, that much i know 
to be loving ghosts. 
i try to erase that film of emotion layered upon my 
spirit 
the film that captured all of my erratic sensations of 
you and for you 
the film that sensationalizes you into something so 
mythical and beautiful 
and there lies the root of the hurting 
for only in a myth of my own making, can i be 
eternally safe in the comfort of you as a light, as a 
force,  
 
and as Love. 
 
it is your esssence that i love and crave  
In my great hunger for you do i realize that the 
harder it is for me to live in your presence, the 
deeper i enter a state of abandonment. 
the abandonment of rationality 
the abandonment of reality and 
the abandonment of my own will that keeps telling 
me to move on. 
to not look back. 



to let go.  
but You are not gone from within 
you are away but never far 
rooted in me like the visual pleasure of a rose 
with the visceral wound from its thorn. 
you comfort me and yet  
you disquiet me all the same. 
 
i sometimes remain sleepless, so that in the silence 
of the night 
i can imagine you sleeping again 
soundly. 
next to me  
 
again. 

Unknown letter to unknown lover 
You are perhaps more beautiful than a cat  

because you are human 
There is a certain beauty in twistedness 
and human nature can sometimes be twisted 
that is why I love you  
for the twistedness of your mind 
showing me that chaos can exist in a ladybug 
and a ladybug in chaos 



In the bonfire of loves letters. 
Moving past the aisle of the cards section, 

one row after another. Rows of cards. Colored, big, 
small, pathetic, corny, sad cards. Picture cards. 
Love cards. 
 
Then I saw her. 
 
Romance died. Right there in her eyes. She was 
twisted. That look on her face could’ve killed any 
artist. But she made me feel alive. Because she 
made romance die. She had no care for the 
flowers, for the chocolates for the sweet talk and 
the games. She was just there, existing. Creating 
voids in places she didn’t know she could affect.  
 
She stood for a princess, one in exile perhaps (no 
use me describing what she looked like, for it would 
all be empty hyperbole, insulting her indescribable 
tiphareth) she was simply she. 
I wasn’t in love with her (she killed love at first sight) 
I felt it die so there was no attraction in that sense. 
It was an attraction to the death she introduced to 
all of life’s little lies and delusion. She was true. 
Alive. Killing off the falsehood of life. 

 I heard rain when she turned to look at me.  
Her eyes saw through me, saw the failure in me 
and she nodded her head.  
She then glowed, a yellow light around her and she 
said, “ lets burn these cards.” 
I agreed. 
Yes 



Yes  
Yes 
“find oil, lighter fluid, anything.” I told her.  
 
She walked off, to the stationary department, to 
someplace else, I was not compelled to follow her. 
She could find her way (through dimensions, 
realms, ruins) I just had to stay there between the 
aisle of cards, rupturing, in ecstasy, just waiting. 
 
I thought i saw the lights of the bookstore flicker on 
and off. 
But I was just imagining her, a crow in mid flight 
Hunting down something to burn. 
 
She returned. 
 
She had Zippo oil. It was on offer somewhere in the 
store ( I never knew bookshops sold Zippo oil but 
no matter) 
She was already spraying the cards with that foul 
fluid.  
I took out my lighter, looked about so no one would 
catch us in our act of freedom and of trust. 
She trusted me, I could feel it. 
I trusted her, I read her fire in her soul.  
We both wanted to burn the love cards, the 
anniversary cards, the sympathy cards, the cards 
that death dealt.  
 
“lighter.” She ordered. 
I handed it to her. A blue plastic lighter 



 
“pick a card” she asked me.  
 
I chose one with a baby picture on the front, the kid 
was grinning, black and white picture with the 
words, “I’m so glad I found you!” 
 
Perfect.  
 
I handed it to her and she doused it with the liquid. 
 
“celebrate” she said, “ we have arrived.” Then she 
lit It. 
 
Tossed it onto the rack. And we walked away. 
 
The fire roared up immediately and we turned to 
see ‘pseudo shock in our eyes and people started 
screaming. 
We walked out with the running crowd.  
The cards section burning like hell fire, the weak 
sprinklers trying to drizzle down on flames.  
We walked out to the café and ordered coffee,  

Deciding what to do with each other. 



The ant and the epicus 
[Select experimental works from 

the prior garden] 
EPICUS, THE STRANGE 
Fore-ward:  
future writing from a dated lake. 
Many works are marked 2000, although they 

never saw day till a decade late. The fairytale was 
diseased then, an infantile wandering (the greenery 
eaten by ants) the boat too tiny for the shore. Some 
say the ant wrote its legacy on the back of the 
epicus, that the meanderings were called for by a 
jester like god. Some say the epicus wrote the 
volume in the crawlspace of the ant; that the ant 
was the true progenitor in the end. One cannot 
debate the sequence or the inquiry. Once cannot 
correct the mistakes of myth and the grammar of 
magic that metamorphosizes the work. In the sun, 
all blind men see the light. In the sun, all creatures, 
alien or otherwise, find the primal need for shelter. 
But some suns do not make way for mercy; some 
suns are only knighted to destroy. In the settling of 
the dust skies, 202 became the cornerstone, the 
numerical equivalent to a grunderstratomard. It 
does not require great adolescence or adage to 
understand these works. What is required is the 
resurrection of a voltergeistic mind....   

EPICUS, THE STRANGE/The 71st tower/Spring 
2008 



What we need are strong, straightforward, 
precise works, which will be forever misunderstood. 
Logic is a complication. Logic is always false.  

- DADA Manifesto 1918 
“You should be an artist.” – Doctor Delucia. 
“A favorable wind has blue feathers.” -

Francis Picabia 



Epicus. DE LA ANTI-SENSE 
Desperation attends the confessional 

hearings of my thoughts. Desperate for an escape, 
an exit, the lanes out of my reality. If I have caught 
nothing in the hunting headlights of my eyes, what 
else then can I find on these bending, winding 
roads of tar all cold from winter wind exposures? 
Coldness is what I have become in light of the 
events that flee from my fathers mind. Am I that 
similar in the distrust of ones own tongue and the 
care of the world? Open space, my mind has 
become a deep ravine filled with an empty glance 
gone sad from too much futile searching. 
Mandatory responsibilities scatter before my 
footsteps. Running into the wilderness never again 
to be borne upon my shoulders. Avoidance is like a 
drug, threatening to break you down lest you pay 
attention to the destructive details. Fear and evil 
thread, stitching the mad sounds together to create 
a song that sounds like a life. A life in the mirrors 
before me.  

One that is my own. 
Abusing the frailty of words and speeches 

made with the greatest lie ever sold. Price and pain 
comes to all who buys into my slithering dominion, I 
who have found such power in mistaken ideologies 
and the rush of that deceived word. Never mind the 
abstractions and meaningless foray into the heart of 
my semi-undiscovered soul that wrought the terrors 
and the midnight glances from trains gone pass the 
stations of past. Open up the hatch to my other 
world for I wish to pour out the movement of 



sanguine ramblings of a mad man that isn’t me; no 
matter how hard he tries. How hard I try to be him. 
A new reality I build from origins, far out indigo 
lights and alien natives bringing me gifts from their 
ancestors and from their rich untapped soils of a 
time long ago. 

Hear me cry to the skies with names and 
methods unheard of in the books that try to teach 
us all that are to be thought. Paranoia creeps about 
the shadows that trail me and in fear I type out my 
secret name in hopes that the monsters do not 
ascend from their burning holes or descend from 
their dark watchtowers. In remembrance, the 
monotonic cascade enlightens me to a new level of 
fortitude and yet showers me with laden images 
and feelings of magic now lost to a place called in 
memoriam. Was the magic there? In the eye and 
face of one who stalks the nightmares of my 
deepest secrets? No. I say now it wasn’t meant to 
be yet done like a guilty gunshot to the head.   
Signs in the sand bring forth a cluster of cloud 
baring many names, some forgotten, some 
recalled, Some calling out to me like the sirens of 
the sea. Patchwork stains the belt of time as open 
tattered pieces of cloth rain down from the convex 
cave of collected poetry. Disjointed. Alienated, I run 
from field to field waiting like the anticipation of a 
child, to snatch up the willow leaves blazing 
beneath the sun of the winds. Rising like an eagle 
to the galaxies and burning like the wing of an 
ambitious bird, many crash into the dwelling place 
of many who have forgotten the way to truth and 



life.  Sing you composers, your songs of wordless 
envy and tragic melodies of the maladies of men 
caught in the withering rain of dead seasons past. 
This long gone fascination of things gone poor 
brings on a new beginning to an end too old for 
celebrations. Throbbing on the side of a sinking 
ship, the engravings outburst into your eye and for 
once in your lifetime you notice the way she smiles 
like tapping on wood above the homes of multiple 
abused sequined dolls. 

Reveal your identity and I’ll reveal mine. How 
often we have heard this line; but do we really do 
it? Reveal our true identity? We all hide behind 
signatures, day dreaming in the night. Embracing 
some new face in our minds, or trying to forget one. 
How many mantras have you sung just to 
remember? If memory were murdered every night 
then time would do no justice for us for what is time 
but a marker for things gone past. I’m seeing clearly 
now but my hands feel weak, weak for all those 
times trying to grasp air, nothingness. Solitude in 
the palm. Turn off the lights and the light turns on to 
blue, just a screen of words displayed by the 
floating thoughts of a hard drive gone viral. 

Necessities appear to be plagues. Running I 
see the momentum collapse. Blinking traffic signals, 
telling you to slow down or crash. How desperate 
for such normal behavior under abnormal 
circumstances.  

“I smell smoke “– 2.01A.M 
Buy your involvement. Evolution is futile. 

Flee while you can. The context of such an 



evolution remains hidden in the sacred mantras of 
confusion. Hear them chanting the slogans and 
your confusion would be obfuscated and deemed 
impossible to resist or exist.  

EXIT. 
Under a hot whisper, he called out for 

salvation.  
‘Save me.’ He said. 
IN the dark corners, ‘Save me from my own 

liberation…” 
The island of isolation department oversees 

the development of safety zones.  
Like bitter flowers. Snow sizzling on 

firestones. Water. Boiling. Call in sick. 
Naïve. Violently young. High-tech guru 

machine gun rattler. Speed maniac on the flaming 
streets. 

The car is in reverse. Surfing with the wind in 
your bloodstream. 

A thesis on the sporadic scatter minded 
thought revolvers of the post-demarcation age. 

Jag längtar till landet som icke är,  
ty allting som är, är jag trött att begära. 

I long for the country that is not,  
For everything that is I am tired of desiring.  
- Edith Södergran (from 'The Country That Is Not') 

What I type has no meaning as a whole but 
results are achieved by discerning meaning for 
single-blooded words that are attachable and 



detachable within a sentence. The scholarly 
individual who organizes facts with linearity will find 
a greater euphoric presence in non-linearity that 
commands the flow of generic intelligence and 
masterly explanations to be an abjuration to its 
predecessors whatever that may mean. Hence an 
example has been duty-bound and provided. 
Opposites attract. The need to solidify has wrought 
liquidity in its complete and menial sense. If 
satellites were meant to transmit messages to the 
scientists about signs of intelligent life then a plant 
organism would shed its tear upon the arrival of the 
great fungus. Nonsense therefore is a portent and 
the most potent way of displaying these grit-chock-
full-of universal big bangs to an auditorium full of 
unsure individual minds waiting for an unseen 
revelation. Stars thrust into the continuum and 
continue to do so till the day we declare ourselves 
unfit to exist. 

Concluding the findings with numerical 
values are but one of many ways to enter a debate 
on the advantages and disadvantages of adding 
nouns and adjectives to already banal paragraphs. 

Expeditions set out during the last hour of 
the fasting season came as a shock to all the 
dissidents of the united world of configurative 
essays. Many a time the letters were sent to wrong 
party lines and derived from it tequila mixture 
recipes none too ripe for testing and tasting. 
Bartenders retire to old songs that preach the bad 
news to the good. Lies, unforgiving and deliberate, 
stomp the rooftops of semi-detached houses with 



the agenda setting controls over the undelivered 
soul. 

How long must we wait for angelic board-
divers to rescue us from the shining lights of 
falsehood? 

How we appear gone. 
Waiting for nothing to happen. The smell of 

cigarettes bring us back to the days when the fire 
was still burning hard and loud in our lungs of 
visionary static and reminded us that all was well. 
“Do not worry,” the ghost told us. 

Liar. 
Fucking liar. 
Tunnel mind. Baroscopic intruder. 
Logging out: 4.12A.M 
Bandits and the hostage situation of thinking 

machines. 
Clowns and bondage in download areas, 

limited range for deletion was needed. Dreams of 
large houses and glittering props, one by one they 
left, the artists and the women and step by step the 
golden light shone within the sequins for it was 
night again and the TV was in the centre of a room, 
tuned in to white snow.  

Step into the mind of space; my loneliness is 
intergalactic. We were not supposed to see the 
earth from beyond it. We were not supposed to 
touch the rocks of the 
moon……………………………..what happened?
………………………………………………… 

An awkward silence impregnates a quick 
departure. Apologies are not needed here. Only 



miracles. Sitting still with a yellow ball at her feet. 
Waiting becomes monumental. I Last. 

An eclipse bears its significance in a matter 
of moments when the tip of the sun loses it fragile 
shine behind the moon. Brightly it fades. I 
remember her that way. Fading into glory. 
Consequential express is the bullet that crosses its 
mark for a kill. It does not remember your family. It 
never remembers your face but it always knows 
your name. 

Poetic carbine gun surrealism; the style that 
shakes the foundations of your inner- linear ear. 

I am the invisible machine. 
 Introducing death to black holes, anti-matter 

fields and atomic fission. I radiate, I eradicate. You 
will kiss death in the eye and you shall see 
departing souls trapped on the tip of your tongue. 
Playing the jigsaw puzzle tournament of literature 
the writer becomes the written.  

Exhaustion overrides the need for 
extrapolation. What we require is an end to 
genocide.  

“It just doesn’t add up, I don’t know why 
anybody would want to try such a thing.” – Crimson 
Jester.  

They lived in ocean liners buried deep 
underground at the farthest ends of sense. 

They arrived shortly after the dust settled; 
not knowing all was lost forever. 

They never knew what ‘life’ was because 
breathing was so alien. 

They were shocked most by what they saw. 



Pictures of people 
Photographs of photographs 
A monologue trilogy transcribed in Braille. 
Hours and hours of film about films 
Portraits of people 



Cognitive somnambulism or the night retina 
betrayed her God and opened the door to dirt. 

The Dadaists may be in hell and someone 
cannot confirm this. Look at what you have written. 
Will the blind conductors persecute me as they sing 
wake up songs to their tired children? Terror-terrific 
visions vibrate in the heart of the region between 
chest and stomach, exciting the masses of old 
memories. How quickly such fires die when true 
precepts reign in fragile journeys. Guiding staff on 
barren land, the window of the widow cries out in 
morn. Awakening the ones who shall deliver in 
droves. Whiteness flutter beneath the wings of 
great creatures. Soaring into the Heavens to 
exemplify the epics of joy.  

Ah, such sunshine bleakness! 
Observe the reflection in his eyes; watch the 

man walk away with the morning news; smell the 
daily print and construct your own mind tunnel with 
its narrow confines.  

DIE 
Taking the 3a.m stroll. I find pigeons roosting 

on the roof of heavy eyelids.  
Sharp time. 
Remain (for me) the faceless reverie, my 

elusion of intellectual fantasy, become (for me) my 
illusionary perfection of blistering direction into the 
arms of phantasmagoria.  

Pay respects to the four horsemen. If the 
world does not end, the clichés would write (ride) 
again.  



Chinese tealeaves cascading down the 
slope by a dead river, dust rising as the leaves hit 
the sand, the sun burning the layers of rock 
beneath the feet. All is dry and empty, barren for a 
thousand horizons.  

Standing still the pictures melt into your 
imagination and visions become blur and bleak.  

Not long now before the full-scale returns, 
then everything shall tip.  

“Did my alter ego assassinate the other me 
or did I just allow it? –3.10a.m 

There must be new ways inside up here. 
There are no more images before the man, 

only a backlog of films that has turned cyclical and 
historically unbecoming. The direction of his life has 
come to a standstill and the act of pondering upon 
the problem has been blocked off by something 
disturbing to which he cannot place a name. Limbo 
had escaped. Longing for the child to speak. CRY. 

Capture and Rupture.  
I am instability in the core of your heart, 

anticipation on the tip of your fingers, anxiety on the 
soles of your feet and conflict in your cognition. Run 
and try to escape and then realize that you can’t. 
You cannot abandon your own history. 

You are the predator and the prey, the 
sufferer and the suffered, the afflicted and the 
afflicter. You are everything you feared. 
Hyperventilate and black out, the rushing of the sea 
in your ears will become louder as you avoid the 
inevitable. The lighthouse has grown dark; failure 
begets wisdom of truth that warns you of weakness. 



Technical soundscapes reach drowsiness in its 
different states, submerge beneath the mist and 
breathe collective air of fortunes lost and told from 
the lines on the hand of the old. 

Ala technologica de terrestrialia – 
in search of intelligent organisms. 

Sounds of alter beings resonate in the 
depths of remoteness. Mystery landscape, 
movements between oxygen and breathlessness, 
time slithers between shadows. 

From the outer regions, where ice comes for 
a half-year then sand and dryness for the other, the 
broadcast is sent. Ghost voices in transmission, like 
signals from beyond the orbital sphere. Static and 
hiss, distant echoes of electric audio aura fill the 
dimensional space of hearing. “What you do not 
see also exists, the invisible throughout but alive.” 

The names in our language cannot be 
applied to its definition.  

Astrologers are deceiving themselves. 
 Sending out messages into space in hope 

that a signal would be returned to signify signs of 
intelligent life is absurd. What makes them think 
that messages we send are being received in a 
similar fashion to that of humans? Our language, 
sounds and noise could be their version of ‘silence’ 
and all that’s being received from earth is just that; 
nothingness, silence. What we should be doing is to 
send out silence because it embodies ‘possibilities’. 
If there is sound then silence is filled with that 



sound but with silence alone, the possibility of it 
being filled with something, a form of language or 
simple noise is probable. Hence by sending out 
silence as a code, intelligent life would, perhaps, 
find a reason to reply.  

The young are taking over the world. One 
cannot be truly free from all things. Slavery is 
inherent. On a frightening edge, about to fall 
headlong into suicide, the muses wept as death 
completed its dance of passage. 

 Ask me for some coins and I’ll give you a 
machine, talk about the sun and I’ll discuss with you 
the political manipulations of three states in an 
ending battle for some other deep logic. Tell me to 
spell go and I’ll write out a thesis. I am 
complication. The train of thought that never follows 
the rail. An external remote state functions from the 
system. There must be something we can do. Oh 
how true and common. We must never 
underestimate the coolness of the Sunday night 
haze machine that obscures all sight and brings a 
certain kind of burning smell to your sense of smell 
like the clouds on fire with a wooden nature. 

Your eye can be your greatest enemy, your 
memory could be your greatest downfall, and your 
weakness could be your biggest death till date.  



Dream surfing with hallucinated 
boarders.  

The wires curling on the floor, fires out with 
the rain and on the screens there’s violent things in 
possession of blistering minds. Listen to the 
damage done, downward spiral punctured lung. 
Totality restlessness wandering around with wet 
grounds before the slipping of the feet.  

On the surface I am not real, look deeper 
and I ‘m only thought. Find me from a cosmic view 
and I’m only an impulse.  

Your impulse, imagination and memory… 
 I am no longer alive. Misunderstand me. An 

imprint on pages of what’s real, imagery becomes 
me as the colours fade from your view.  

The pilot of construction voids, movement in 
minor atrocities. There is a dreary feel in the 
airtime, akin to sleeping in fog. Horses are running, 
people are laughing. The piano is playing a 
disjointed melody that resembles someone’s name, 
a girl singing in late night rooms. No faces here no 
matter how lovely she sounds. NO knowledge here, 
no matter how many poems she writes. She may 
be a time consuming affair, dangerous in the wrong 
moods, don’t need that kind of thing.  Tragedy. 
Through words and verbal abuse silence can be the 
greatest weapon. Recollection disaster. 

“I need to pee but my arse is too lazy to 
move”- GDC 

The metal box you are in speaks to you in 
the language of numbers. White flash. The 



journalists are taking pictures. White flash. Taking 
pictures of a kerosene lamp. White flash. The 
people who are standing around the lamp have 
been watching it for three days. White flash. The 
lamp is hanging close to the ground on a metal 
streetlight pole. 

White flash. The journalists all ask the same 
questions. White flash. They get the same answers. 
White flash. “The lamp has been burning non-stop 
for 76 hours. 

Into the direction of the supernatural and 
supranatural.  

Cosmic reunion of marriage. 



Desolater 
Daeken lore sits in the corner, shivering from 

iced tennis balls and half-opened refrigerator doors. 
He sees no droplets forming on the shelves, he 
sees no faces on the side of overdue orange juice 
cartons and he sees only blurred light and broken 
fluorescent lamps. 

‘Where will you be this Christmas eve Jodd? 
C’mon where will you be going?, you can tell me 
Jodd, you can tell me, I’m not dead yet you see…’ 

These voices are strange…Daeken Lore 
sings with a ruptured throat and burning lung and 
muddy scalp with oil dripping over his eyes and 
nose and lips and chin and tongue. 

The telephone rings like sirens across the 
highway fifty paces north. 

The telephone sounds like a child who had 
lost his mother in the shopping crowd of old 
Bethlehem. 

‘mommy what time is it? mommy what time 
is it? Mommy what time is it?’ 

‘seven eighty!’ she shouts back, irritated and 
hot and thirsty, then she begins speaking about 
money in a strange dialect… 

It always ends up like money, used, traded 
crumpled and thrown against dirty counters for dirty 
magazines. 

Swimsuit  edition 1975. good to cut out 
faces, good to throw away sexy bodies…there’s too 
many words behind the faces…too many that 
wastes time and space and place and 
advertisements. 



The walls lay cracked open and Painted in 
dull grey and dull white.  

'The pictures add colour and life so why 
should there be glasses of water under the beds 
after eleven? There is no reason for the Sunday 
show to be delayed till yesterday...' 

 THE LORE sits quietly curled up across the 
radio boom box on the three legged stool, eyes 
watchful and weary, reading the pictures of blonds 
on the wall scatter shot about, some upside down, 
some vertical, some horizontal, others with their 
beautiful eyes burnt out with matches and flints and 
charcoal fire. 

 His hair, dead and dried up in clumps and 
twisted like thin twigs on black plastic wires jutting 
out of the back of his head. 

‘now they have ruined my scalp, it no longer 
smells of decaying soil but it feels like a mass of 
swampy bone and tissue…damn these cowboy 
riding goat trotters.’ 

Maestro Lore lights up two cigarettes, one of 
menthol and one of red. He does not care if it kills 
him, kills him, kills him; he likes the mixture of hard 
and cold in his throat and chest. It makes him feel 
alive, 

 it makes him feel loved, 
 loved by the cigarette companies. 
Loved by the government that claim the 

taxes so that they could build bridges and roads 
and  big shiny buildings in downtown central. He’s 
happy with his contribution…its still quite cold here 
and the cockroach in the cold mug of hot chocolate 



has stopped struggling, I think it should be dead, 
mister Daeken thinks its dead, do YOU think it is 
dead as well???? 

‘no one knows this fact, no one will admit to 
the struggles in Venezuela and Afghanistan and the 
great stretch of Libyan dessert. No one will believe 
you Jodd Johaansen Thumharrk. You and your 
disturbed grand uncle will not jolt across this city 
and claim refunds from retired golf club 
administrators! No SUCH THING WILL HAPPEN 
HERE!’ 

I do believe Mr(mister,master more?) has 
gone out of his head. He rightfully thinks he can call 
uncle Lore a disturbed grand uncle? This fool is 
wrong. 

No one here, living, talks to my uncle(grand 
he may be) this way, no one dares, no one ever will. 

So I punctured his lung with a pair of tongs 
and let the water run into his inflating and deflating 
lung… 

Can you hear his gurgling? 
Listen closer… 
Help me watch this bloated purple corpse 

while I get some cigars and milk okay? 
Thank you. 
 Put down the phone now. The trumpets are 

over. 



The spider and some sea weed tea. 

The impatient arm reaches out, beyond the 
glass for pills and nuts. 

Displacing the sanity, through another 
channel, another station, another train ride, out into 
the never ending. 

‘ come drink you tea. You drink tea now.’ 
Stridently collapsing voices, cracked and croaking, 
dusted with age fills this room. 

‘ shhh! You might scare the spider...’ I shout 
at the senseless woman. 

Quiescence; she cannot know. 
I peered north, to the left side of the window 

pane, never reaching beyond the windows, ignoring 
the falling stars of night; I’m watching the thin, 
flimsy spider, dancing with the small Styrofoam 
balls I granted it for play.   

‘ scurry little one scurry…’ I sing like as if to a 
child. I sing with pride. 

It races up the shaded brown wood, along 
the tattered pale drapes of dirty white curtains, then 
vanishes from sight. 

I hear the distortions, once again the voices, 
like it was trying to enunciate from under the boiling 
water, in loud gurgling spurts. 

‘ drink your tea, small one, drink your tea.’  
I could barely make it out, the noises , but I 

knew somehow, what it was.  
That’s all she really says. The old haggard 

queen with her sea weed tea. 



All she really says is, ‘ drink your tea, drink 
your tea.’ 

 Twisted and sickened , she walks in, bended 
back, clothed in ancient coats of grey, purple and 
white. She still wears her funeral costume. 

Trembling noises, rattling cups on an old 
chipped china saucer. She places it down on the 
littered table, next to half burnt cigarettes and 
condom wraps. She says nothing to me. She knows 
that she must not.  

 The spider appears again, this time upon 
the decaying oak door, left ajar, heavy and 
unmoving. She staggers forth towards it, pausing 
momentarily at the frame and for a second or two 
she watches the lizards, erupting in a scurry from 
behind the pictures on the right wall.  I eye the 
window frame on the left, it begins to move, in a 
wave like, jelly like manner, then stops.  

Was I seeing things? Were the creatures 
real? Did she find it? 

‘Don’t forget…’, she interrupts my thoughts, 
then stops in mid-sentence. She exits in an urgent 
manner, hastily banging the door behind her, never 
looking back. The lizards are all falling to the floor 
now and as they collide with the deep blue carpet, 
they burst into blotches of poisoned ink. Black, red, 
deep shades of turquoise, like oil paints marooned 
on an ocean of carpeting. 

I Walk over, and mesh the thick liquid 
together with my foot, I feel it burn into the soles of 
my bare feet. It burns my skin then stops. I notice 
that there is no smearing on the carpets, and i 



inspect my soles; there are no smudges there 
either. No more spiders. No more lizards, No more 
spiders. No more lizards. I decide to recede, to 
drink my sea weed tea. 



$30 
‘I hear the sighing of the dog that sits behind 

me on marble floors’ 
‘It must be tired’, Mr conscience says. 
‘I’m sure she is.’ 
For thirty dollars I stripped up to my civilian 

fashion and rode plaintiff elevators down. There is 
the sting and stigma of another con job gone right 
and I was in the middle of it like melted butter 
between the radiant toasts of ill disciplined 
mannerisms. 

I will never get to know how these 
amphibians operate in the night; they strike with 
casual tongue and spittle that taste like real fruit 
and salty sorrow. Of course, my chef like instincts 
would let my own guard down and my charitable 
hand would be once again bitten by a serpent 
slithering in an unshaven shadow of a tired black 
bird overwhelmed by the tangs of supplication.  

What an ingenious idea. 
Supplication. 
‘What are you gonna do after this?’ she says, 

‘ The master manuscripts are all burnt with four 
more to hunt down and skewer and kill in a matter 
of two months.’ 

Quickly she flashes a lipstick smile as I tell 
her of my secret plan to feed the ravenous remains 
of a cerebral addiction.  

Excitedly I rush around the mushroom farm 
in manic circles only to be greeted with a warmth of 
dizziness and a bag full of air.  

Damn this peasant junkies.  



They wouldn’t be able to tell time even if they 
worked in an antique store cluttered with 
grandfather clocks. 

I knew it was time to give up waiting when 
the sleepy folder men dragged their ghostly feet 
towards beige under buildings to fold and stuff 
newspapers between slots and grills and wooden 
doors of hypochondriacs and wet market ladies. 

I administered a series of vile and 
investigative tele-conversations and confirmed my 
suspicions of conspiracy connived by that goateed 
goat and his muddy frog clan of classic indolent 
baboons. 

And he still has my thirty dollars. 
‘Never the mind!’ I yell at my nocturnal mate.  
By the time he gets to nirvana, some ill fated 

bloke who fanatically lost a fancy dress costume 
competition would have gotten there first and they 
both can end up spitting each other out onto the 
drive way for all I care! 

The twenty two blue, red and yellow 
sparrows flew past the windows of chivalry and 
wrote a note to me in a strange language which I 
decoded and read it as thus: 

By now you see how many fellow pigeons 
and bracula hula hoopers would send you songs 
and facsimiles of lessons and painful memories and 
buried dreams within the soil of reality. 

Spread the flowers when it returns to you 
with thirty dollars or three hundred thousand dollars 
burnt to the crisp and pronounces phonetically and 
spells out intricately the word GONE. 



Swallow down this spiteful saucer of bitter 
gourd and weeping mothers. 

Digest the indigestible rubber tube posing as 
poison but reeking of perfume and fumigation 
chemicals. 

Go on and Hand out wedding leaflets with 
pictures of your favorite girl friend faithfully filling up 
fulfillments and flannel families of fun land fiascos. 

The clowns and cars and bus ride morning 
calls have closed up their shop of hope and trust 
and beloved weeklong pies and cakes and sugar 
cubes. 

Signed lovingly and with reason 
22 colored birds flying east. 
I felt the necessity to feel sorry for myself 

and rode shotgun across the cybernetic railways 
and gothic pathways and invited retired tenors to 
re-enact an order for a syringe and a shot.  

‘It’s all out of stock and we won’t be getting 
anymore in!’ 

The shop lady yells at me from behind the 
padlocked grills of a neighborhood juke joint bar 
that serves happiness. 

They’ve all run out of stock and there isn’t 
any coffee left to wash down this sickened taste of 
beer and dispossession that lumbers up and down 
my throat like sarcastic soldiers. 

The Reflective mirrors hung loosely in acrid 
attics on the fourteenth floor of history gone past 
the parade at dawn. 

I sat motionless and without gesture, 
contemplating my raging actions and foolish 



disposition that has successfully rooted me to this 
melancholic lice farm. 

The silence helped the wailing violas and 
momentous piano melodies to find their own voices 
in this deep background noise of funeral songs, 
prayer calls and midnight hymns of holler, yak and 
crooked smiles. 

They found none. 
No (voices) 
‘Even the voices have abandoned us! 
They do not twitch with dire need for 

company and expressive mamasans.’ 
This jabbering is senseless. I must find new 

ways! New backdoors and slippery windowsills! 
Did thirty dollars really shove me this far 

down the holistic pipe? 
Must I resent ballpark Chicago’s 

advancements? 
Questioning the line of fire, an irritant bloke 

thus spoke 
‘But what does money have to do with this?’  
And the vineyard of the seven footed drain 

rang a bell loud and furious. 
I stared childlike into the meek eyes of my 

favorite audience and replied with faltering 
indignation. 

‘Listen closely to the dropping coins with 
your eyes and you shall hear no evil and bear no 
more grudges against your wounded toe.’ 

Goodie two shoes and a bucket of rum. 
Colossal giants in the field of fun 
Holy thunder from the hands of Angels 



Racecar horseshoe; dilapidated stables 
Thirty dollars marks the bite 
Classroom follies fail you might. 
$30 channeled by Jinglie triumphant (now 

evolved/deceased). 



Is this? 
Grey castle tower, like thrust up from 

wasteland, sand in the wind. 
A window, (this is at night so...) an orange 

light is seen 
Voices are heard  
A man’s  “is this..? 
“shh” a woman’s  
A baby cries.  
The tower is rumbling because it cannot 

stand firm among the crying of babies. 
A man’s “is this..?” 
Gunshot echoes through the wasteland.  
A woman’s “ I said shh” 
The man is gasping for air. The baby has 

stopped crying.  
Sand in the wind, gathering a heap at the 

window sill 
The man is panting 
The woman is panting 
Sighing (the woman is) 
Gasping for air (the man is)  
The baby is silent, amused by its own blood. 
Sand in the wind 
In a gray castle tower, like thrust up from a 

cemetery 
A gunshot 
Another 
Another 
Silence 
The gray tower’s above all other tombstones. 
Itself now, a great tombstone 



We cannot change these settings 
It happened as it was programmed to 
The tower 
The sand in the wind 
The gunshots 
All frozen in a painting now 
The sun was supposed to rise that day 
But the tower was trembling 
 And all of nature was outside time 
Outside place 
Disallowed into the wasteland 
It was a day with no sun 
And so the setting is flawed, logically.  
Where the grey tower castle thrusts up from 

the sand like 
A baby crying. A man sighing, a woman 

panting. 
Logic is always flogged 
Flawed i mean 
And I cannot answer for anyone 
Because I was born outside the time of the 

tower and the wasteland and the weeping baby’s  
memory. 



D 
A letter in the form of a river; black water 

smooth running through an empty sound/space/
time/existence seeking out nothing, with no 
destination but with an important process.  

Flow 
Liquid form, filled with eternal expression, 

running deep, long far and endless; such is the 
nature of this mythical cross-dimensional river.  

It is in you it is in I. is that enough to 
understand? To believe?  

Lets go further 
Inside us lays that cosmic river, all flowing to 

a universal ocean; filled with friction/voices/wedding 
cars. Don’t believe it if you won’t want to but I have 
to because its how I am to live. 

Weddings and funerals juxtapose and result 
in intercourse; offspring of the absurd and the 
absurd children are of my own, running about in my 
psyche giving me the will to live.  

Teaching me what to do. 
They speak to me in the night/day/morning 

shower and in the rain. Especially in the rain when I 
have no umbrella. 

Umbrella’s become my umbilical cord, 
recording its discordant knot, exemplifying my level 
of operation; elucidating my tension and states of 
calming waves. It connects me to the mother/father 
child bearer like schools of fish, silver shining, rapid 
moving in the star line.  

Zen was created for the tree, its roots 
digging into my moments of excuse providing me 



with the ability to preview the ‘us’ the ‘we’ the 
collective ensemble orchestrating life. 

Life as an epic poem, open to a multitude of 
interpretations, food for metaphor, growth, rhythm 
and child bearing. My wife is the opposite of a 
perversion, my beloved a long time dead muse 
resuscitated by Pandora’s hope, by the connected 
realm of art, by the existential destroyer of the DJ 
mixer. 

When you hear music in your dreams, 
remember that I am the DJ and no play list is 
stable/linear/predictive. Melodic chords, time 
progressions, switch-state-concertina constructs 
itself based on illogic, spell-wells deep with roaming 
globules that are self-organizing, almost A.I. thriving 
on distorted Darwinism. 

In fact, a disgruntled gnome killed Darwin. 
 Its true because it told me when I was 

experiencing a moment of death. That night, the 
exiled gnome saved my life. On mushrooms it 
prophesies, on caffeine it becomes reflective; drunk 
on love it speaks of burying living things alive.  

O’darkness.  
Let me go back to the cosmology of ‘I’  
Out of the void that banked the river, a figure 

floating financed by The Meta-zeitgeist leaned its 
own shadow upon the rivers edge  

This human-like thing had come from the 
fissure in the backdrop of sky-nigh 400 degrees. 
Among the black black black, like fabric it tore and 
from behind all there ever was, this figure came 
through limping. Around its fatigue shape grew 



flowers of enigma, like black holes, full of damned 
mysteries. AH the Divinities Ah the light thing that 
so many seers talk about. That SHIMMERING 
ENERGY CENTRE 

It limped to the edge of the river, its shadow 
falling everywhere then it cupped the waters in its 
tentacle hands. Bringing the watery manna to its 
lips 

The figure drank with an absolution; sorry 
and forgiving simultaneously without knowing why 
and knowing it all, filling its dank and empty 
stomach with life; icy coldness squishing the 
insides, decorating the walls with symbols of the 
hip-hop culture cross the Asian lands. Disparate 
names of Joe, Bob, Dr Goolah, Exquisite elephanto 
Johanna, all the old names, being intra-mixed by 
the smooth finger flow of turntablists with the new 
names-extravaganza beat addicts, Doc Madhattah, 
quilibrium soldiers, turn-trax-trinculo , Lambarettea-
onomotopioea  

Mix, scratch, chick-a-chick-chick-swoosh.  
“THROUGH IT, WITH IT, IN IT.” 
The music merged, stories in melodic 

structure remixed, retelling epic tales, the fall of 
Atlantis, the courting of the Aztec spirits, [open 
mictlan OPEN!] Shamanistic quests, tale of two 
cities, old spider woman, Valhalla…PARADISE 
LOST so lost… 

and then the sea of stomach acid revolts and 
up comes the tidal- regurgitation; forming the world 
of ‘I’ giving sound to the voices that crawled out of 



metaphysical vomit that was strewn across the 
time-space landscape 

The essence of its vomit is creative. Its 
reuptake is destructive.  

Drinking its own vomit, life is deconstructed, 
reprocessed, recreated. The kings de la voices 
return in new gowns of armor and pen, keyboard 
and imaginasi.  

Recycled vomit, re-vomited becomes an act 
of rebirth.  

Of new life. 
Drink, vomit, reuptake, re-vomit, reuptake, 

re-vomit. This is the ever process. This is authoring. 
This is the methodology of reinvention.  

My creator god is regurgitation  
I come from vomit, from the internal 

gesticulation of a being older than I, older than 
some of the oldest gnomes. That is all I know. My 
grandmother told me, that when I’ve become older, 
“when thou art an artist and more EVOLVED, the 
name of [th/m]y creator would be revealed and so 
will your destiny. My destiny was the bear, you a 
mother, so she will bear you, her son, our destinies 
in this sense is complete but you. Ah I can only say 
that she sings.”  

Back then, I never understood. I never 
thought of it much, I didn’t regard such things as 
exciting. Unicorns were exciting. Riding them 
brought me nostalgia of a life in Paris, as a painter, 
a polisher of picture frames, selling coffee from a 
riverside café.  



  So I am a creature of antiquity living 
beyond the contents of recorded history; twirling 
around the ‘now’ a man in a blue dress. Creating, 
creating, creating the infrastructure of a future time 
that exists in the past manifested in the present.  

Like the Istarisque Love song 
I Tried to figure out, the frail ends of an 

angel’s wings 
But my sight is blurred by her image. 

Confusion. 
Somehow I feel she is fallen 
Though no blood escapes her torn flesh 
I hear it dripping between her words. 
Forlornly she recollects her life 
Painful as it must be 
She questions the powers that tell her ‘it’s all 

right’ 
Words of comfort cannot be trusted. They 

sometimes lie too much 
Through her tears she sees me standing at 

the window 
“Have you not become a beetle yet?” she 

asks. 
“You are my cocoon” I tell her, “in you I 

transform.” 
“Into a beetle?” 
“More than a beetle.”  
I think she understood me, for with the x-

halation of her breath,  
Her mouth opens, protracted, to devour 

herself so only a gaping wound remains 
An open doorway, inviting me in 



I hear her voice amongst the violent fluttering 
of winds  

Wings trapped in mud, she is appealing for 
my escape 

Sucking me into her cocoon, keeping me 
warm in her bloodied embrace 

She wants me transformed. 
Inside her, my breath comes out as 

alphabets 
The heady air I inhale poisons my mind with 

a cure 
I dream myself into another creature 
Maybe she dreams me, it’s hard to tell 
We are merging it seems, I inhale the letters 

that 
She x-hales 
I am becoming her story. 
I begin to understand how she feels. 

Trapped in a book because it sells. The stains you 
see on certain pages are her tears. The periods are 
drops of blood. Exclamation marks! Become 
moments of inverted rage; devouring her existence, 
alienating her from her own context.  

Her being is wrapped around me, my flesh 
melts into her chromosome, my imagination rests in 
her bosom, within her, without her, our fluids 
intermingle, occult blood creates new forms of 
communication.  

Her screaming is the whisper of my 
conscience.  

We are now one, innocent, without blemish 
inside the womb of noiselessness  



I am drowning but alive. She is growing 
weaker but becoming immortal.  

She is my fallen angel, I, her distraught 
lover; we are rising from the abyss until we hit the 
roof of this prison sphere and calmly we panic 
because we can’t transcend this reality. 

“In you I am free.” She says then I absorb 
her into my bloodstream as choirs of voices sink in 
the night saying 

“It is happening again. It is happening again.”  
Fall of the glittering butterfly.  
In the third age (each age being an indefinite 

number of minutes and months) I came across the 
statue of a thing raga-infested rebel king standing 
tall against buildings bombed out, living quarters of 
dying drug addicts and senile musicians. Ah this 
wonder-static land. Let me tell you of this space I 
visited. 

It existed through a vein belonging to my 
grandmother, she is a mass of veins; red strings 
knotted into each other, turning Gordian, revolving 
around more knots of veins. Wonderstatic land had 
to be visited through the liquefied transport, thrust 
from the silvery strand of the needle at the tip of the 
cosmological syringe.   Since I was of vomit, it was 
not difficult to remix my structure into liquefied flow-
case, flooding the plastic container with the plunger 
set behind my being.  

To think is to maneuver 
 So I found my way in slowly and accurately. 
Western path, eastern path and the path 

where the gnomes dance to seduce the fairies , 



where-where comes the TRUTH of it all. No where, 
no path, it’s a POOL, a pool of vomit. Regurgitated 
understanding, floating pieces of worlds, each world 
lies a system within a system governed by an 
external system which moves the unmovable. That 
is the system.  

This system then has started opening doors 
within the inner sphere. Dual dual dualism. The holy 
lives with the holocaust to be truly balanced comes 
the monster residing next to the child, alive, walking 
the earth, one set in spirit the other set in the body.  

Has the light malfunctioned? Are there two 
masters instead of one? Questions that is 
existentialist in nature, soaring into heights 
unknown, plunging into newly interesting depth of 
the messengers.  

2.06am 29th March 03 the 16 dollar initiative 
after exchanging this for that; the monster came but 
with a glitter of strange rays escaping its eye. 

“I am your teacher.” It says between the 
growls and the ferociousness. The damage has 
been done but with no damage how can you see 
the frailty of it? 

Then, how does this transform the 
cosmogenesis of mindspace according to the 
voices? 

 Listen listen listen 
The third aspect, the synthesis is here now. 
There is the sound of ritual, a small amount 

of emptiness growing in a rich field. There is 
drumming, echoing, feet on dry sand, flesh on rock, 
blood flowing with the screams of exaltation 



Open open mictlan, open! 
 let your dark child in, let this infant fuse and 

furnish your domain; you fear me as much as you 
remember your timeless past. Ah, strange monster 
residing in your temple of distortion.  

Of terror and malice. 
Your context breeds the necessary evil. Do 

not be distracted from your thoughts, your 
calculations and ANALYSIS. Finding your self 
through these murky waters it is.  

Come. 
Change the atmosphere 
-think of the imagery, what is its symbolism. 

Representing your deeper misunderstandings and 
frustrations, all there was, all that never came to be. 
Exert. Externalize. Entropy  

The eye cannot focus, as if light was too 
bright and the shadows that you see moving about 
your periphery are too grotesque to glance at but 
these creatures are truly misunderstood.  

Lovecraft knew. 
Your heart is afraid of being exposed to the 

unknown regions of your psyche, past the darkness 
of doors, deeper deeper into its belly leaving behind 
everything you were secured about. In here there 
are other things that are alive, other DIMENSIONS.  

From below, I see myself floating upon the 
surface, crucified upon my tree of decisions. There 
is no blood only water, fluid fluidity, floating, almost 
free. The back of my skull is cracked open, out 
flows streams of images encased in jelly. There is a 
picture of a man, walking beneath quiet apartment 



blocks, with a face sad, a little lost yet with knowing 
eyes.  

He looks up and says, “Master the 
wilderness, cage not the beast but tame it 
according to the laws of your mindscape.”  

This teacher of sorts then vanished only to 
recur in myself. That teacher was a projection of 
me. A caricature of my consciousness, a shadow of 
its self.   

End 4:49AM 30th March 02. 
Eleven empty aluminum tea light holders, 

some bent on an altar with no light, faulty lines 
abandoned imaged. Porcelain and stone colors 
faded. The psychological investigator arrives too 
late and sits around the room smoking his 
cigarettes trying to piece it together although he 
knows he cannot. In the time before the rise of the 
mammal man and when ice had gripped the lands 
there were colorful circus tents pitched up at the 
foot of mountains tall and majestic. No creatures we 
see now roamed the fields of white then with their 
leathery skins and fluid eyes filled with yellow 
jaundiced fire.  

Then came the procession of snow clown. 
Large and lumbering through the soft ice knee deep 
in their pink and green polka dot flouro suits 
spotting the downcast eyes and blood on the 
inverted smiles, humming the tunes they heard 
from the star speakers when the storm had ripped 
their sanity off the edges of their miserable winter 
life. Nine of them in a row, their large shadows cast 
across the white dunes of crystal sand. 



Often they celebrated without sound as they 
watched the black streaks, lightning like, draw their 
deep lines in the white swirling skies. Fire was 
nowhere.  

Nature was their dragon monster, spittle of 
acid, frosting the bones and in their clownish minds 
they found fetus warped in cubes of jelly like 
transparent globules suspended in their images of 
the old storms and they were terrified because they 
closed their eyes and saw what they saw a long 
time ago.  

Bus ticket to world finito 
I was waiting at the bus stop, for the bus that 

would take me to the end of the world. 
My lover in the sky was turning grey.  
A police car cruised by, slowed down to search my 
face for signs of guilt, and then sped up with fear. 
 
They knew apocalypse when they saw one and 
they were wise enough to not use the sirens for 
their hasty departure. 
 
There was a man sitting next to me. "goodbye" he 
said when his bus arrived.  
There were pictures of colorful watches on his bus. 
The hands started to move and the rain fell, 
mimicking the ticking sounds of the clocks.  
 
Then my bus came. 
And i heard the Cherubs sing 
the song at the end of the world.  
 



Boarding the bus, I tapped the electronic bus card 
at the reader and a beep told me it was safe to 
board. 
 
The bus driver was a skeleton. 
 
Most of the passengers were students.  
 
The Grim reaper sat right at the back with four old 
men. 
 
The Four Horsemen.  
 
I found my seat in front of the last row and sat next 
to the Zombie king. 
He had strange tears in his eyes. 
 
I could smell death behind me, the smell of soil and 
ash. The four horsemen were smoking black 
cigarettes that smelled sweet.  
 
"You ousted me." The zombie King slurred. "I have 
no power to judge you" I told him. Death asked me 
if the old man at the bus stop said goodbye and I 
said yeah. "Then it is all good. He knows." 
"We all know." I told death.  
We sat in silence, riding to the end of the world.  
 
The journey was a timeless one. We passed work 
trucks along the highway. Tall albino men were 
setting up the gallows.  
 



They were laughing like Hyenas 
 
we passed by rows and rows of empty graves. 
Children were jumping in and out of them.  
 
They were singing 'Ave Maria' 
 
we passed through a winding road. On each side 
stood naked fashion models. Each had a long scar 
running vertically up their stomachs.  
They had no smiles on their faces. 
They had their stomachs removed.  
 
We then headed straight into a fog and all vision 
was lost in the thick grayness. 
The bus lurched like a sick animal. Rocked side to 
side. Then Stopped.  

All the passengers were gone.  
 
The skeleton bus driver broke through from the fog 
and stood two feet from me.  
The sounds of a Chinese orchestra filled the air 
outside the bus. An echo of a song. An ancient 
song.  
 
"They are playing their music, to stay alive " the 
driver said.  
The he fell into a heap of ashes.  
The music stopped. The bus door opened.  
 
And children in Chinese orchestra costumes 



boarded with their Chinese musical instruments. 
They were relieved, happy. Some were crying. The 
teacher, a tall slender Chinese lady in a cheong 
sam came up to me. 
 
She was beautiful, with streaks of mascara running 
down her cheeks with the tears 
 
"you have come" she said. " You heard our song 
from the magic kingdom and you have come to 
rescue us." 
 
"Maybe not" I told her, "I only came to see the end 
of the world."  
 
Then the bus mysteriously started and drove all of 
us home. 



The apocalypse of Feb 14  
Lopsided TOdd came to the v.day party 

ALL The girls laughed at him 
He was in Old Man Pyjamas 
striped blue and grey 
He wore a psychedelic t-shirt 
with holes cut out to show his hairy nipples 
He had his Jester's Hat on 
A tall pink and purple one 
with red balls hanging off the ends of the hat 
He gave the house Master a botttle of blue liquid 
and bid him "my best wishes!"  
People were poking fun at him. 
"You look like an idiot man!" said one 
"ha ha fat old man jammies" said another 
"I'm sorry, i'd rather kiss that hunk over there" said 
the prettiest girl in the house. 
and they all left him alone and carried on with their 
sweet nothings. 
Then the time came when everyone had to read 
their poem. 
"The fucking clown goes first!" cried the drunk hunk  
"very well." said the house master 
 
you are all going to die thought the jester 
 
then he read his poem, his magickal spell. 

 
"Blister nights descend 
upon this shore less ground 
a shipwrecked crew 



half starving  
half drowned 
the prisoners all dead 
dragged down with the sea 
no key to free them 
let them be, let them be 
A howling ghost 
haunted the men 
who choked on thick vomit 
as fear diseased them 
but the sad howling ghost 
won’t let them die 
So the masters of slaves 
were left to decry 
asphyxiation! Torture! Unending pain 

And they relived all those terrors 
again and again " 
 
 
Everybody in the room had stopped breathing 
had stopped thinking consciously 
The Jester hopped around the room, refilling the 
glasses of the hypnotized with his very own bleu 
Liqueur 
Everyone had their glasses filled. 
The jester hopped back to his poetry reading 
position and said 
 
"...And so She Loved. Again and again." 
 
Everyone snapped out of their hypnotized states 
then became choked with emotion 



"that was so beautiful...wow...that was so..soo 
moving" the prettiest girl said, her eyes filled with 
wonder 
"CHEERS TO A GENIUS POET!" cried the drunk 
hunk as he raised his glass of blue liquid. 
Everyone cheered and drank 
and drank 
and drank  
till they had finished the whole lot 
 
"damn." said the house master, looking at his cup. 
"this is the bomb!" 
"YEAH!" everyone cried together. "GET MORE!" 
So they drank and drank till the bottle of blue liquid 
ran out. 
"Good" said the clown.  
"BRING IN THE AFRICAN DEMON MASKS!" he 
yelled 
Then a whole troop of Jesters came pouring into 
the house as all the guests began pouring sweat. 
They were feeling very very hot, so hot that they did 
not notice the jesters taking down all heart shaped 
balloons from around the house, removing all 
bouquets of red roses from the vases, and all the 
chocolates wrapped with red ribbons.  
 
They cleared off all the Valentine day cards from 
the table into a black bag, to burn, later on. 
 
They blew out the red candles, broke the 
aphrodisiac incense sticks and discarded the Red 
G-strings wrapped in little black boxes into bins. 



 
The jesters replaced the house decor with demon 
masks, black cloth with white incantations scrawled 
on them, calling upon the hounds of hell and all 
sorts of other mythical and biblical terrors. Magic 
sigils were painted all over the room with spray 
paint. Pictures of the hanged men were sprayed out 
on the white walls. Goats blood were splashed onto 
paintings of lovers. 
 
"Now my friends!" said the jester in the old mans 
jammies. "Now that you have all ingested one of the 
most powerful Hallucinogenic beverages on earth, 
may you all have a great intimate trip with your 
loved ones! Goodnight fair feathered feinds! and 
happy motherfucking valentines day!" 
 
The jesters left the house, locked the main door 
from the outside, nailed the windows down shut and 
walked off to the sounds of frantic screaming and to 
the sounds of demons coming alive in a party they 
were not invited to. 



DISTORTING THE CLOWNS 
Then came the explanations 
. Autopsy reports version1.0 
The ho and the hey of my day 
Ho, ho I’m the smoking man 
Burning out my lungs 
With the cheapest fags around 
Ho, ho I’m the melancholic man 
Sell an image for its pain 
Dump umbrellas for the rain 
Ho, ho I’m the self-confessed obsessed 
Seeking out some broken girls 
So I can fill their worlds 
With my magic song 
Hey, Hey I’m the pink electric penguin 
Singing tales for missus sanguine  
Then I’ll shoot the mind that’s lagging 
Killing missus sanguine 
Hey hey I’m your everlasting riddle 
Enigma with the fiddle 
Riding dogs as mighty steeds 
To watch the devils feed 
In their glittering playground stage 
Hey hey I’m your ghost-killing king 
The lunatic machine 
The greatest smile it seems 
Here to kick some noise 
Into your head of little boys 
Hey hey I’m running away 
From the rubbish that you claim 
All the nonsense all the fame 



Just leave me alone  
Go on, on your own,  
go on and howl 
Just leave me now 
Hey hey 
Goodnight my friends 
May we never meet again 
Unless you’re fully sane 
Then maybe very vain 
Don’t go running into trains 
My lonely friend of pain 
Hey hey 
I love you disdained. 
Oh Baby oh yes baby 
I’m your headache and misery 
Come to me 
My baby 
Let me make you cry 
Break down and want to die 
Lie to you for smiles 
Then watch you fall for miles. 
Yahoo baby 
I’m your greatest hypocrisy 
 Two new ‘bands’  
Excellento, amens 



4:50AM April 3rd 2002  
Little laughters 
Yeah, happiness, happiness 
Child like joy in her laugh 
Loveliness 
Wonderful sight to behold 
I am glad though sad 
No need for explanations 
Let life be 
Let life see 
Let it go 

The pulling of ones own hair 
5am wreckage 
Overpowering source 
Cinematic mind 
Tormenting time chaos 
Eradicate the flood 
From the whirlpool heart 
Mixing up my history 
Bringing forth her majesty 
Twisting and tension night 
Ah, addiction, ah 
Neurosurgery! Neurosurgery! 
Detach memory! Detach memory! 
Blot out her hair 
Blot out her eyes 
Blot out her fair 
Blot out her smiles 
Control crisis! Control crisis! 



Losing pressure! Losing Pressure! 
Bring on the blades! 
Bring on amnesia 
Bring on the spades! 
Bring on the keeper! 
Bury my false love 
Dead and rotting  
At the bottom of the grave 
Yahoo! 
Yahoo! 
Funeral procession 
Keep it short 
With forget me not flowers 
bury her not 
I’m not worthy! I’m not the one! 
I am of faulty  
I love for fun! 
My advice speaks otherwise 
But I’m the losing clown 
With the emotion gun 
O suicide sound! 



Lonely Pages. 
Books all sitting 
On the shelf 
Unread and left to dust 
Abundance of ideas 
Abandoned, untouched. 
Money spent. Unread. 
Not now not now not now 
The reader needs some sounds 
The headphones speak 
To the mind at many peaks 
Sending home messages 
To escape the house 
into the tomb of Alexandria   
A collection of burning incense sticks 
Standing on the edge of a TV 
Smoking out the window open 
Incense burning incense burning 
To kill the smell 
Like hiding secrets already known 
Anxiety nicotine 
Because I’m waiting for her call  
a constant theme 
In between 
Here and there 
Never going anywhere 
Ha ha ha 
Aren’t we all mad? 
It’s almost like fun world blues 
With big red colorful shoes 
A circus of delusions 
A lumbering fool 



In paradise pool 
Looking for lurve 
Oh for someone to hold 
All those fake shit 
To be hand and glove 
To kiss and feel fluttery 
To swoon with flattery 
Bah! 
Demolition derby 
Here they come! 
DESTROY! 
DESTROY! 
Nonsense affections 
DESTROY! 
You selfish lovers! 
Let me join you at times! 
I am equally foolish! 
I am equally guilty 
I’m the illegal party 
Sighing like a useless bum 
Staring at the screens for fun 
All is wobbly now 
Wobbly wobbly town 
3:44AM April 4th 2002-04-04 
The dog wasn’t allowed to make love.  
Meep meep beep beep  
signals coming through 
 licensed to Pillgrim. 
 He is full of crap. Many have said this. 
Wheeeeee 
Wheeeeeee 
Twirling lights. Discoteque alert. 



Yes I have burnt it for her 
 but someone else proposed marriage.  
From chaos came cosmos 
Sitting around the gossip-place and being 

one with the misunderstood.   
Noise makers and plastic machines around 
 beauty pageant babes with staring eyes.  
Angry young maidens. 
Gossip central. 
Bitching tirade.   
Unlovely and its department of destruction 
Tears of blood and stentorian thunder 
Wild winds and the voice of destiny’s 

warning. 

I am watching them, 
From the corner of my eye 
Their lusts have gotten the better of them 
They no longer act with careful thought 
I watch them grope and fondle 
I watch them kiss and undress 
I watch them explore, with hands, tongues 

and other private parts. 
They cannot see me, 
They do not know that I am here 
Watching them 
Their breathing becomes heavier 
Their rhythm picks up momentum 
They begin to perspire 
And moan 
And groan 



And pant 
And scream 
And sigh 
They choose not to see me 
They know now, that I’m watching them 
But they prefer to ignore me 
And they carry on their obsession 
exhibitionism 
With skin on skin 
Mouth on mouth 
Tongue with tongue 
Flesh in flesh 
They carry on their act 
Their blissful dance 
They still ignore me, 
Why should they feel threatened? 
I can’t possibly do anything to them 
I can’t possibly do anything for them 
I can’t possibly do anything with them. 
I am obsolete. 
Soon 
They will forget me 
And carry on with their lives 
Like I was never there at the beginning, 
Watching them 
From the corner of my eye. 



ANOTHER PLACE CALLED HOME 
Sleepless and awakened 
Ten fifteen, the clock runs slow 
Like mental fires, rushing 
Rushing forth into time 
all of the babies 
Draught and holocaust, whispering 
Sentinels, shadow forlorn 
I am the wishing stone 
Chipped off Taurus 
Bull runs north 
Till blackbirds sway 
Across oceans of soup 
And carrots lay open and weak 
I wish for her to come Home  
to another home 
Filled with a torn finger 
Twisting between the sheets 
And holy rituals thrown 
Off the steep tranquil night 
Orange and red and pink and metal 
Circles in the grounds and shapeless 
Form and substance. 
I am ready to not be the boat 
rocking in unstill waters 
Caverns and coves and caves and thrones 
Twenty-four hours. 
Tomorrow night draws 
Its unsharpened pencil 
Squeaking of small footballs 
Barking of dogs, fear its saliva 
It drools in hunger  



and will eat at your hatred. 
Battered and sewn, 
Frightened, alone. 
Small faces falling hair 
Across sunshine eyes 
That dreams far and wide 
Across the continents of hope 
Bringing you closer and closer 
To another place called home. 
Here in my soul 
river flowing westward 
to you to me to us 
To the child to the death 
To us part across aisle and bells 
Ringing loud in golden stupor 
Drunkenness swaying  
By the Acapulco winds 
And palmed trees and shouting 
Of fat bald men. 
Finger, knuckle blood. 
Mind grows tired 
On this onslaught of nonsense 
Defend, honor, protect and kill. 
Mock the goats of kingdom dread. 
Gates reopened 
The cows have fed 
On purple grass and glass  
All looms closely 
To another place called home. 



illogicity 
The literary Circus Of the mind. 
My mood swings faster than a Viking ship on 

rough seas. For several 60-second bursts, I was 
driven to put an end to a meaningless meeting and 
now I’m talking about curry and backsides. 

This is flopping incredible and I myself 
cannot believe it. Maybe it’s the pills, maybe it was 
the suntan or maybe it’s just me. I don’t know and 
when I tell my problem to strangers on the Internet, 
they don’t know either. Perhaps they’re too busy 
looking for a virtual sex partner and I shall have 
none of that. There are enough problems as it is. 
My son just joined a nudist colony, my wife thinks 
she’s the reincarnation of Monet and my eleventh 
dog decided to mate with a cat. He’s full of 
scratches now but thank god for anti-septic powder. 
The room with the word processor is stacked with 
empty luggage bags of various colors and sizes. 
I’ve got blue ones out of Mexico, a red one from 
china, a purple one from the Philippines and a 
whole host of other luggage bags bought or stolen 
from various countries across the globe. There is 
barely any space left to walk and this becomes the 
most daunting obstacles when you when you’re 
trying to reach the fax machine before the carbon 
paper runs out.  

I reached the machine in time to see the last 
bit of paper fall to the floor with the message that 
simply read: Campaign to launch tomorrow, six 
expected dead.  



It’s the headliner again and damn it! why did 
he have to tell me? Now I got to call the cops. 

‘The headliner damns it! The headliner 
Damns it!’ 

It was my psychic parrot next door. I stormed 
over to the rainbow colored bird and stuck out my 
finger at it, “stop reading my mind!” I shouted. “It 
gives me the creeps! 

“Gives me the creeps! Gives me the creeps!’ 
it taunted. 

I had enough of the bird and decided to 
leave immediately before it became dinner. 

I stormed back to the fax machine, fed the 
headliner’s note into the slot and dialed the police 
HQ. I called them after fax and looked for Detective 
Gooler.  

“Gooler! Its Abrax, the headliner will strike at 
the campaign launch, only problem is I don’t know 
which one! Its your dirty job so you do it! I got to go 
attend an auction! Goodbye!”  

Click. 
I didn’t bother waiting for his reply, it was off 

my hands now. I hope those six blokes won’t get 
blown up. 

I needed to smoke badly but forgot where I 
kept the cigarettes. There were 45 drawers in my 
dressing room so, which one had my fags? Damn 
it! I hate it when this happens, stuck in conversation 
with myself at 3.34 in the morning with a terrible 
nicotine craving without the slightest idea as to 
where them damn sticks were hidden. This is worse 



than finding out the death of your favorite pet fish. 
I’ll have to BUY more fags. 

I grabbed a handful of coins from my top 
dresser drawer and stepped hastily into beggar’s 
clothes. I fumbled for the keys and a lighter and 
stepped out of the cluttered room in time to notice 
my father-in-law hiding strategically behind the 
wooden pillar with two cans of bug spray in his 
hands. He’s the grand exterminator, the silent man 
with the raucous hum, the football junkie and the 
FM bandwidth activist all rolled into one.  “Will you 
be at the coffee shop?” he asked under a whisper 
as he eyed the unsuspecting roach. 

“Maybe, why?” 
He hopped out from hiding and opened fire. 
“Get me some kebab.” He barked, chasing 

the frantic roach. 
“Its almost 4 am daddy-o” I said 
“Then wake them buggers up I need some 

kebab in my system!” 
“I’ll see what I can do.” 
“Don’t see! Do!” he handed me his credit 

card. 
I didn’t bother explaining the absurdity of the 

request; I pocketed the card, held back my tongue 
and maneuvered between the eleven sleeping dogs 
in the hall, past the hallucinating canaries and 
through the iron gates out into the information 
superhighway of night. 

Advertisements attack you everywhere you 
go, even when you are waiting for the lift to reach 
your floor. Who the hell would want to read adverts 



at 4 a.m in the morning? I suddenly realized I was 
talking about myself. Three advertisements flashed 
in front of me before the iron doors led me into the 
coffin like lift. I rode down 52 stories and the gush of 
wind greeted me at the ground floor. The air had a 
tinge of winter in it, with the smells of cheap 
perfume and fresh morning dew. Two ghostly forms 
glided pass me but it was something common now, 
ever since their declaration of visibility. 

The humans had gotten more or less used to 
seeing dead people roam the earth. It was almost 
like a memorandum of understanding between the 
ghosts and the humans, stating the obvious clauses 
of: 

I shall not bother you 
You shall not bother me 
And we shall not comment 
on how dreadful or stupid 
one looks. 

It was practically a ghost town, with no other 
humans in sight, the movement portal was about 
ten minutes away. I walked under the buildings that 
stood tall like erections next to each other, there 
was so little land space, there was no more room 
for roads, parks, swimming pools and field space. 
This is the result of 2103 years of gratuitous 
industrialization. Damn fools! 

Motion detectors triggered off more 
advertising projections and again I was confronted 
with brands and products that I don’t need, In fact 



we ALL don’t need all this, we don’t realize this coz 
we’re all bloody blinded aren’t we? 

It’s a Shitty world. 
Glow in the dark insect fluttered about and 

thin elastic trees waned into the background then 
foreground then background again. A burst of 
karaoke music filled the air and some strange song 
was sung under a foreign tongue.  

Twin city neon lights illumines the outer skirts 
of this abandoned town twenty miles east of the 
long desolate bridge that linked two dead country 
sides.  

I am longing for a more vibrant life, vibrancy 
in its tranquility and not its gadgets and noise and 
people and buildings and the glass churches. 

I have had enough of this already.  



Upon pedestals of silent tranquility,  
Hoping for the search, the perfect wave and 

balance. 
Black and white against red seas and 

asphalt skies. 
Railroad ramblings on shaken ground. 
The loud shattering opera with inaudible 

blasts. 
Who else are to blame but the serpent 

crossing in padi field tow trucks overturning the 
balancing scales of London and east berlin. 

Gods and faces. 
Strength and woe 
Intelligence and blankness 
Comrades and foes. 
Forgiveness and terror 
Redundant and versatile 
Outspoken and silent 
Drugs and bile 
Papers and rocks 
Termite and frost 
Hymns and curses 
Angels and bondage 
Murder and science 
Signatures and print 
Books and screens 
Rivers and spleens 



Winter storm, blanketing sheets of white rain 
Soliciting reasons for unkempt excuses for 

aversion. 
Non-linear graphing of subconscious pattern 
generation. 
Technical misconceptions of structural dependent 
calculation. 
Architecture of metabolism signal processing 
algebra formulas. 
Corresponding with strangers behind linguistic form 
and substance 
Contemplative headaches and sources of higher 
stature qualifications. 
Emblazoned history embedded within remains of 
archeological planets. 
Walking on a circular balcony above sumptuous 
industrial waste lands. 
Apt 



The return to future passed 
Or the hour the signal was 

processed and delivered 



LURE OF THE DARK STRANGER 

the strange moon disrupts 
unites 
gives us deep dreaming. 
ships lost at sea  
find stranger currents still 
searching out watchtowers 
angelic beings 
names for the terrible beasts in the gut. 
karma is exacted 
karma is exalted 
fates insurrection is obtuse 
obvious 
oblivionic.  
 
damiana swirls in a gaseous planet  
tearing up the terrain, the tarmac . 
rain sweeps away the shrill children, 
the barking, bothered dogs of brown evening 
 
star ocean  
crimson's tide  
the fall of the sexual monster is at hand 
the coming of XOL is nigh  
 
massive, black portrait 
hung in da ma ga's night  
the eerie sun of distant nebula 
father of the troubled cluster, the dense and mad 
star  
exalted in its dire zodiac, orbiting with burdens and 



secret knowledge 
of the complex, odaial  
the strung of XOL's light 

FLOWER MOON ZERO ONE 
caffeine fuels, river panic 

gushing subterrenea  
a low life cruising by waters night 
 
angel queen, flighting 
across the ovum oceans 
leaving behind stone and wanderers 
to panic in the wake of words 
 
dolphin girl, fevers 
and baskets of fruit vanish 
in the dengue light of purging 
monstrous boy-child abandoned 
 
sex kittens on the prowl 
throwing children overboard 
horrid priest, mad magician 
waning moon, the tide declines 
 
skin aglow, skin pallid 
an innocent shadow 
moving through gunshot 
the gangster and the god 
devoid. 



FLAG OF THE DEAD HORSE 

Long stretch of night. Hypnosis driving. 
Orange dashboard glow, a cold comforter. Silent 
moving companion lights. Meditative. Dreaming. 
Driving along empty. The static radio hissing. The 
hum of wheels on asphalt mediocre. Long endless 
night. Driving to nowhere. Spinning without end.  
There’s the feeling of being high too long. 
Overexposed, nourished but loud the loss of 
energy. Unable to fashion the life of others around 
us. To their own ends, into their own lights, leaving 
the trail here in darkness. Footprints lost. The land 
obscured.  
Long stretch of road. Time feels its loss of meaning. 
Forever horizons. No sun , no stars.  
Bank book in the pocket. Therein lays the family 
fortune. Portraits eroded into distant memory. Of 
hotels burning down. Of immediate and unfelt loss.  
Woken from exile. Far away. Caused to arrive. 
Surveying the damage. Diminishing returns. 
Sleep. Car Crash. Off road. Lights moving. Hopping 
like a toad. Lights skimmer. The banks of the road , 
abysmal.  

Headlights only showing so much, the rest, 
left to blank, black unknown designs of night. 
Forever night. Forever road. Driving till the power 
runs out. Sleep. Car. Crash. Wishing. A quick end.  
After so many hours the broke down came. 
The stalling, a dizziness descent. The earth moves 
but all else does not. Smoke erupts from the car. 



Cold grips it after. Dead silence. Like an 
abandonment down isolation’s way. Nothing can 
start. a corpse of Pacing brings no land nearer, no 
destination ,safe. 
There’s a sense that this is a dream. 
In this silence lay the low moan of things moving 
slowly deep inside. Not a fruitful, illustrious dream, 
but a vague forgetting dreaming moving in grey 
tones and blurs and unfocused vision.  
A cataract near blindness, a dangerous fading of 
memories. 
In vast faceless skies, the small, creeping temper of 
the dream is lost. Weaving sometimes in, weaving 
sometimes out till no point of attention required. 
There is nothing to miss.  
Sit around the dead car, not moving. No lights in the 
sky, nothing is near or far 
Laying naked on the sand for the scorpions.  
There is a bon fire. 
Hardly where the eye can see 
Like an orange signal flickering.  
Dredge forward be.  
Barefoot dragging, flogging dead horses.  

The point of no return. 



THE LOST COUNT 

the storm of rain  
hits the country hard. 
pouring for days in the season of lent. 
how many times, the devil had come 
I have lost count. 
how many times pain had struck 
I have lost count 
I have become the laughter with madmen. 
I derive delight from the despair before me. 
out of hopelessness, i find a crucial joy. 
I do not know names 
I only remember feelings. 
and how special was she. 
and she 
and she 
and they pass, they come, they go. 
I do not know their names 
in time, I’ll only forget faces 
but I will always remember the feeling.  
thus music be a magickal element 
thus surrendering to the nameless 
I am free, founded and fevered. 
burning up like an effigy 
sacrificed and forgotten.  
How many books have passed? 
eras, dominions.  
how many names have come and gone. 
I have lost count. 



RINGS OF THE ORBITAL  

ring of scorpious 
sting the addiction monster 
ring of eagles, skull 
sign of the dead, affecting transforma 
ring of the snake (unseen, coiled over the heart) 
third sign of the sequence 
complete thy cycle 
be birth'd, be death'd. 

SIXTH SIGHTINGS 
earth was taken out of its orbit 

and put on a bed. 
a giant shuffled the planets around. 
a family of monsters, reshaping the moons 
fed by the light of XOL  
going mad on the night of the knives 
 
how abandoned the wanderer be 
lost in the gut of camps , diseased 
reciting figures 
losing the hours to war sleep 
 
old dar in the mental house 
having cursed, without genitals 
an ancient and angry angel  
retired to the chess room  
given to the pleasures of opium 
 
last, be vontinuum 



this quest and dis-worded volume 
collecting time-men and lady owls 
and strange structures by the shore 
 
evicted, steady rhythm  
a vast emporium, guard 
of treasures, troubled and tempting  
in pursuit of panic pleasures 
 
gunshot, reign in the terrors 
the large and vapien army 
sent forth their seeing kind 
to wing the lust of graheg 
to name the eleventh planet 
to guide the last horseman  
and to blind the light of XOL 
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